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Abstract 
The aim of bioimaging is to visualize properties and processes of living objects 
or biological samples and extracts image-related information for revealing important 
physical structures or map the distribution of specific biomolecules in tissues for 
clinical purposes. However, current bioimaging methods which mainly rely on optical 
detection methods can suffer from optical interferences and thus bias the imaging 
results. Bio-electrochemical imaging with micrometer resolution represents a 
promising alternative tool since electrochemical signals, e.g. faradaic currents, depend 
exclusively on the redox reactions occurring at the sample surface and a sensing probe. 
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is a scanning probe technique 
that is composed of a micro- or nanoelectrode that can be positioned or scanned in close 
proximity to an interface. Faradaic current signals can be recorded due to the flux of 
redox active species between the sample and an amperometric SECM probe. SECM 
can be used to image the topography and reactivity of biological specimens for mapping 
localized biochemical activity. Although SECM has been applied to different biological 
systems, SECM studies of tissues are still under exploration. The reason is due to the 
shape and high roughness of such real samples and requires overcoming major 
drawbacks in conventional SECM instrumentation when scanning large, i.e. square 
centimeter sized, areas with irregular surface keeping a constant working distance.  
This thesis aims to develop various reliable SECM bioimaging techniques for 
the study of the antioxidant defense system of fruit peels, distribution of biomarkers 
and nanomaterials in thin and thick animal samples, as well as human melanoma. 
Particularly the last is of major importance, because melanoma is the most lethal form 
of skin cancer striking thousands of people around the world. The survival rate depends 
on the stage of the cancer when it is diagnosed. Therefore, reliable methodologies for 
early diagnosis and unequivocal identification of cancer stages are of high relevance. 
One of the well-known melanoma biomarkers is « tyrosinase » which is the key enzyme 
involved in the biosynthesis of melanin and fruit maturation. Different tyrosinase 
SECM detection strategies were developed for the analysis of the spatial distribution of 
tyrosinase in melanoma as well as in banana samples. It is demonstrated in this thesis 
that SECM could improve the diagnosis and understanding of different melanoma 
stages based on highly resolved maps of the tyrosinase distribution while being immune 
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against optical interferences, e.g. from the presence of melanin in the skin samples. 
Spider probe composed of eight independent microelectrodes was developed in this 
thesis and allowed the large area scanning in contact mode on thin and thick animal 
tissues. The redox active proteins inside the entire mouse heart were imaged with an 
SECM system for the first time by spider probe.  
In addition, the distributions of injected conductive graphene nanoribbons 
(GONRs) for drug delivery were studied by Soft-Probe-SECM. Through the mapping 
of feedback mode currents over conductive GONRs, the GONRs were found 
concentrated inside lobules, which are hexagonal microstructures in the liver. Finally, 
this thesis describes a non-invasive electrochemical strategy for mapping the 
antioxidant (AO) activity of apple peels using Soft-Probe-SECM. The global AO 
activity in the apple peel including lenticels and regions with artificially degraded AOs 
were mapped. 
In the future, further functionalization of the soft probes by integrating 
microfluidics could allow the delivery of anti-cancer drugs at the tip of the probe and 
the extraction of species locally generated by stimulated living cells for cancer research.  
Keywords 
scanning electrochemical microscopy, microelectrodes, soft probe, spider probe, 
tyrosinase, melanoma, graphene oxide nanoribbon, thick tissue, contact mode scanning, 
feedback mode, generation collection mode. 
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Résumé 
Le but de la bioimagerie est de visualiser les propriétés et les processus d'objets 
vivants ou d'échantillons biologiques et d'extraire des informations liées à l'image pour 
révéler des structures physiques importantes ou cartographier des biomolécules 
spécifiques à des fins cliniques. Cependant, les méthodes actuelles de bioimagerie qui 
reposent principalement sur les méthodes optiques peuvent subir des interférences 
optiques et donc altérer le résultat de l'imagerie. L'imagerie bio-électrochimique 
représente un outil alternatif prometteur car son signal dépend exclusivement des 
réactions rédox qui se produisent à la surface de la sonde. 
La microscopie électrochimique à balayage (SECM) est une technique de sonde 
de balayage composée d'une micro ou d'une nanoélectrode qui peut être positionnée ou 
scannée à proximité d'une interface. Les signaux de courant Faradaic peuvent être 
enregistrés en raison du flux d'espèces actives rédox entre l'échantillon et une sonde 
SECM ampérométrique. SECM peut être utilisé pour imaginer la topographie et la 
réactivité des spécimens biologiques pour la cartographie de l'activité biochimique 
localisée. Bien que SECM ait été appliqué à différents systèmes biologiques, les études 
SECM sur les tissus sont toujours en cours d'exploration. La raison en est que l'étude 
des échantillons réels nécessite de remédier à plusieurs inconvénients de 
l'instrumentation SECM conventionnelle lors du balayage de surfaces grandes et 
irrégulières. 
Cette thèse vise à développer diverses techniques de bioimagerie SECM pour 
étudier des échantillons de fruits, des échantillons d'animaux épais et minces, ainsi que 
le mélanome humain, la forme la plus létale de cancer de la peau qui frappe des milliers 
de personnes dans le monde. Le taux de survie dépend du stade du cancer lorsqu'il est 
diagnostiqué. Par conséquent, des méthodologies fiables pour le diagnostic précoce et 
l'identification sans équivoque des stades du cancer sont très pertinentes. L'un des 
biomarqueurs de mélanome bien connus est la «tyrosinase» qui est l'enzyme clé 
impliquée dans la biosynthèse de la mélanine et la maturation des fruits. Différentes 
stratégies de détection de la tyrosinase SECM ont été développées pour l'analyse de la 
distribution spatiale de la tyrosinase dans le mélanome et sa présence dans des 
échantillons de bananes. SECM peut surmonter l'interférence optique de la mélanine et 
améliorer le diagnostic et la compréhension des différentes étapes du mélanome en 
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utilisant différents modèles de distribution de la tyrosinase. La sonde spider composée 
de huit microélectrodes indépendantes développée dans cette thèse a permis le balayage 
sur du grande surface de tissus animaux minces et épais en mode contact. Les protéines 
redox actives à l'intérieur du cœur entier de la souris ont été imagées pour la première 
fois par la sonde spider. 
De plus, les distributions de nanorubans conducteurs à graphène injecté (GONR) 
pour la délivrance de médicaments ont été étudiées par Soft-Probe-SECM. Grâce à la 
cartographie des courants de la régénération du médiateur redox des GONR, les GONR 
ont été trouvés concentrés dans les lobules, qui sont des microstructures hexagonales 
dans le foie. Enfin, cette thèse décrit une stratégie électrochimique non invasive pour 
cartographier l'activité antioxydante (AO) des pelures de pomme en utilisant Soft-
Probe-SECM. L'activité AO globale dans la pelures de pomme, y compris les lenticelles 
et les régions avec AOs artificiellement dégradé, a été cartographiée. 
À l'avenir, une fonctionnalisation accrue des sondes douces devrait conduire à 
l'intégration de la microfluidique permettant la délivrance d'un médicament anti-cancer 
donné à la pointe de la sonde et l'extraction des espèces générées par l'interaction avec 
les échantillons tels que les cellules vivantes. 
Mots-clés 
scanning electrochemical microscopy, microelectrodes, soft probe, spider probe, 
tyrosinase, melanoma, graphene oxide nanoribbon, thick tissue, contact mode scanning, 
feedback mode, generation collection mode. 
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List of abbreviations 
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ROS Reactive oxygen species 
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SDS-PAGE 
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c Concentration mol m–3 
c0 Maximum concentration mol m–3 
cBulk Bulk concentration mol m–3 
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d Probe-substrate distance μm 
ET Probe potential V 
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Number of transfer 
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RG 
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μm 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Theory and principles of scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM) 
1.1.1 The origin of SECM 
SECM is a scanning probe technique that is composed of a micro- or 
nanoelectrode (ME or NE) that can be positioned or scanned in close proximity to a 
solid–liquid, air–liquid, or liquid–liquid interface.[1–5] Faradaic current signals can be 
recorded at the sample and the electrode. Scanning a surface creates usually highly 
resolved maps of local surface reactivity or mass transport phenomena. The first 
experiment that is generally considered as an SECM measurement was reported in 1986 
by Engstrom et al. who used a microelectrode as sensor for monitoring the 
concentration profile of a redox species inside the diffusion layer of a macroscopic 
electrode.[6] A contemporary progress performed by Bard and co-workers showed large 
currents in electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (ECSTM) experiments, 
when the tip was situated outside the tunneling distance.[7] Quickly, they realized that 
the nature of such current was not related to tunneling currents, but due to an enhanced 
flux of redox active species. This inspired Bard and co-workers to formulate a 
quantitative description of the diffusion-limited current at a ME as a function of the 
working distance d above a macroscopic planar sample and coined the term “scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM)”.[8] 
Over the years, SECM has been employed for various applications, for instance 
to map the topography and surface reactivity of various materials, probe enzymatic 
activities in living cells, screen electrocatalytic materials for energy research, track 
oxygen consumption in microtissues and in embryos, and investigate kinetics at the 
liquid/liquid interface.[9–20] In order to satisfy various types of applications and 
experiments, several methods for the fabrication of different types of SECM probes 
have been developed. For instance, submicrometer glass-encapsulated microelectrodes 
and self-assembled spherical gold microelectrodes.[21] The tip (often abbreviated as “T”) 
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typically used for SECM experiments is made of a microwire of Pt, or Au or a carbon 
embedded in an insulating material like glass and connected to a thicker metallic wire 
for electrical connection via Ag epoxy resin or Sn soldering (Fig.1.1a). Finally, the 
active area of the electrode is exposed by mechanical polishing until a flat, smooth and 
centered electrode is obtained in the shape of a microdisk (typically with diameters 
below 25 μm, Fig.1.1b). 
 
Fig.1.1. a) Optical image of a typical glass-Pt ME. b) The ratio between the radius of the 
insulating sheath and the radius of the electrode is called RG.  
Microelectrodes, with the at least one dimension in the micrometer range,[22] 
possess several special features and advantages for electrochemical experiments in 
comparison to macroelectrodes, such as low ohmic drop, low capacitive current and 
fast mass transport.[23–25] For instance, with macroelectrodes the mass transport profile 
is mainly perpendicular to the electrode surface and a one-dimensional linear diffusion 
field continuously grows, which results in a time dependence of the measured current 
under mass-transport control conditions (Fig.1.2). However, as the size of the electrode 
becomes smaller, e.g. in the low micrometer range, the contribution of species diffusing 
from the electrode edge becomes more important and as a consequence the diffusion 
layer grows not only perpendicular, but also parallel to the surface of the electrode 
leading to the development of a hemispherical diffusion profile with finite size 
(Fig.1.2b). Thus, the amount of species reaching the surface of the electrode per unit of 
area and time is much higher than in the case of a macroelectrode.  
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Fig.1.2 Schematic representation of a) linear diffusion at a macroelectrode and b) hemispherical 
diffusion at a microelectrode. 
Indeed, such situation produces a rapid equilibrium on the flux of species in and 
out of the diffusion layer volume generating a time independent diffusion layer.[26] This 
contributes to the rapid establishment of a steady-state diffusion-limited current iT,∞ that 
for a disk-shaped electrode is defined by:[27]  
iT,∞  = 4nFDcR* rT             (Equation 1.1) 
where F is the Faraday constant, n is the number of electrons transferred per molecule 
or ion, D is the diffusion coefficient, cR* is the concentration of a species R in the bulk 
solution and rT is the radius of the disk-shaped microelectrode. This equation can be 
used for evaluating the size and shape of a microelectrode (if all other parameters except 
rT are known), or to determine the diffusion coefficient of a given redox species (if all 
parameters except D are known). However, this equation is based on the assumption of 
an infinitely wide insulating plane around the disk electrode suppressing efficiently the 
diffusion from the back of the microelectrode. The ratio between the radius of the 
insulating sheath (rglass) to the radius of the active electrode area (rT) has been defined 
as RG and is an important parameter employed for characterizing the microelectrode 
(Fig.1.1b). Microelectrodes with a thickness of the insulating sheath similar to the 
microelectrode radius would present a deviation from this equation due to the diffusion 
of redox species from the back plane of the electrode towards the surface of the 
electrode. In such cases, a steady-state diffusion-limited current iT,∞ for a disk-shaped 
electrode is defined as:   
iT,∞  = gnFDcR* rT             (Equation 1.2) 
Where g (4 for disk electrode with infinity large insulator) is a factor that represents the 
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influence of the insulating geometry on the iT,∞  recorded at inlaid disk microelectrodes.  
Capacitive currents are caused by double layer charging at the interface between 
the working electrode surface and the solution in which the microelectrode is immersed 
in. An electrode with a smaller surface area can hold less charge when it is biased and 
thus reduces the capacitive current. As a result, fast cyclic votammetry (i.e. 1 kV/s) can 
be performed with low impact of capacitive currents, for instance for the detection of 
reaction intermediaries of very short lifetimes.[28–30] In general terms, the smaller the 
characteristic dimension of the electrode, the smaller the effect of the capacitive current.  
Another advantage of using microelectrodes is the low ohmic (iR) drop that is 
typically achieved at such electrodes. The iR drop stands for the product of the current 
(i) and the resistance (R) of the electrolyte solution. Thus, as the current measured with 
microelectrodes is within the nano- or pico-ampere range, the iR drop tends to be 
negligible when working with microelectrodes even in highly resistive media.[24,25] 
Fig.1.3 shows a typical sigmoidal shaped cyclic voltammogram (CV) recorded at a 
microelectrode with a fairly slow scan rate in an electrolyte solution containing 2 mM 
FcMeOH as a redox active species and a supporting electrolyte. In Fig.1.3 the current 
increases as the applied potential increases. When the applied potential at the 
microelectrode is high enough, the amount of FcMeOH molecule being oxidized at the 
electrode surface reaches the maximum. Therefore, the current is constant and is called 
a plateau current. 
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Fig.1.3 Cyclic voltammogram of 2 mM FcMeOH at the conventional Pt ME. RG = 10, Ag 
QRE, Pt CE, FcMeOH 2 mM in phosphate buffer, pH 6, scan rate = 50 mV/s. 
In addition to measuring the current or potential, SECM has been applied as a tool 
for creating micro- or nanostructures on a broad range of surfaces.[31–36] SECM can 
drive chemical reactions such as metal deposition by generating through anodic 
dissolution metal cations from a sacrificial SECM tip being electrochemically reduced 
on a biased conducting surface or generating etchants, such as bromine, at the SECM 
tip to etch and hence microstructure semiconductor surfaces or self-assembled 
monolayers on Au.[37] The direct mode and feedback mode are two operation modes 
commonly used for the surface patterning. The former consists of only two electrodes 
where the tip is biased vs the substrate.[34,38] Recently, this mode has been used for 
patterning carboxylation of multilayered graphene on nickel.[38] Carbon dioxide serves 
as the carboxylation agent and the degree of modification or the surface coverage can 
be easily controlled by the experimental parameters and the size of SECM tip. 
The versatility of the SECM feedback mode made it popular for the fabrication of 
microstructures.[31] Under the operation of feedback mode, the tip placed close to the 
substrate can reduce or oxidized the redox active species that can drive 
microelectrochemical processes on the sample surface. For instance, it can be used to 
corrode magnesium alloys in NaCl solutions and control the electrodeposition of metal 
nanoparticles on single walled carbon nanotubes.[39,40] Moreover, the microstructuring 
procedures can be fastened by using soft linear arrays of carbon microelectrodes. Lesch 
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et. al. used a soft linear microelectrode array for drawing and reading modified self-
assembled monolayers on an Au surface.[41]   
1.1.2 Instrumentation of SECM 
The basic SECM set up consists of hardware components to precisely position 
and scan a microelectrode as a local probe near a sample surface (Fig.1.4). For the 
purpose of controlling the position of the probe, the microelectrode is attached to a fine 
x,y,z positioning system composed of piezoelectric, stepper or hybrid motors. 
Additionally, a (bi)potentiostat is required to control the applied potential at the tip 
and/or the substrate, and to measure the current produced at the substrate and/or the tip. 
Since low current values (i.e. pA to nA) are measured and high precision probe 
positioning (i.e. nm range) is required, electromagnetic noise and mechanical vibrations 
should be avoided by isolating the SECM setup inside a Faraday cage and by placing it 
on top of an anti-vibration table. However, rapid movements of the tip can cause 
convection in the solution around the microelectrode, which perturbs the diffusion of 
redox active species and thus have influences on the measurement results, especially 
for high-resolution experiments. As a result, experiments with translation speeds higher 
than 10 μm/s could already show some influence on the obtained results.[42] A delay 
time (i.e. the time between probe translation and data acquisition; in this work simply 
abbreviated as ADC for analog-to-digital conversion) can be applied to avoid the 
interference from convection. This results in a stop and go movement of the probe. 
Some commercial SECM systems, such as the one from CHI instruments measure 
continuously while the probe is moving and SECM images distorted by convection can 
be found in literature. SECM imaging is a line-by-line experiment and long 
experimental times can result when large areas (e.g. 1 cm2) are scanned. In such cases, 
a compromise between SECM imaging resolution and probe translation rate (hence 
imaging time) is generally found. Various approaches have been developed to decrease 
the imaging time and are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Fig.1.4 Basic setup of SECM consisting of a microelectrode probe, a potentiostat, that controls 
a three electrode cell (i.e. working electrode (WE), reference electrode (RE) and counter 
electrode (CE)). The positioning system allows the probe moving in x,y,z directions.  
1.1.3 Main operation modes of SECM 
Different operation modes of SECM have been reported, such as the feedback 
mode, tip generation/substrate collection (TG/SC) mode as well as substrate 
generation/tip collection (SG/TC) mode, penetration mode and redox competition 
mode.[37,43–45] However, the feedback mode and the generation/collection mode are the 
most widely used for SECM imaging.   
SECM Feedback Mode 
Under feedback mode operation, the tip is immersed in the bulk of a solution 
containing an electroactive species, e.g. the reduced species R. The microelectrode is 
biased to a potential so that the redox mediator can be oxidized to O. At a large distance 
between the tip and the substrate, a steady-state diffusion-limited current iT,∞ is 
established due to the hemispherical diffusion field around the microelectrode 
(Fig.1.5a). When the biased microelectrode is approached within a few tip radii towards 
a flat electrical insulator or non-active substrate, the recorded current at the tip (iT) 
decreases as the tip gets closer to the substrate. This behavior is called negative 
feedback, which is a consequence of the physical hindering of the diffusion of the redox 
mediator to the electrode surface by the substrate (Fig.1.5b) producing a decrease of 
the recorded current (iT < iT,∞). 
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Conversely, if the probe is approaching a conductive or chemically active 
substrate, the oxidized form of the redox active species (O) previously formed at the 
microelectrode can immediately be reduced back to R at the sample surface (Fig.1.5c). 
This recycling process leads to an increase of the recorded current at the tip (iT), which 
can become larger than the current in the bulk solution (iT > iT,∞). The parameters that 
affect the signal measured include concentration of redox mediator, tip-substrate 
distance, the size of the sample area and the electron transfer rate. Therefore, it is 
possible to quantify the conductivity of thin films by SECM through adjusting these 
variables. 
R → O + ne-              (Equation 1.3) 
 
Fig.1.5 Schematic representation of SECM feedback operation mode. a) Hemispherical 
diffusion field around the microelectrode, R stands for the reduced form of a redox couple. The 
microelectrode is in the bulk solution and far away from the substrate. b) Diffusion of R towards 
the microelectrode is hindered by the substrate surface in the negative feedback mode. c) 
Species R is regenerated at the substrate in the positive feedback mode. 
If the probe is approached toward an unbiased conductive substrate immersed in a 
solution of redox-active species R, the substrate potential (ES) is given by the 
concentration ratio between R/O at the vicinity of the interface between the solution 
and substrate below the microelectrode. Indeed, due to the local perturbation introduced 
by the microelectrode at the vicinity of the conductive substrate, different potential 
regions can be generated. The oxidation of R and the reduction of O on the same surface 
of the conductive substrate can take place owing to the lateral charge transport inside 
the conductive film (Fig.1.6).  
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Fig.1.6 Schematic diagram showing the recycling of the redox mediator and the charge transfer 
processes across an unbiased conductive substrate.[46] 
Fig.1.7 shows an example of negative feedback and positive feedback approach 
curves, which correspond to the relationship of iT versus d. To consider the 
measurements using different redox mediators or electrodes with slightly different 
electroactive area, normalizations of the currents and distance are usually performed.  
L is the normalized distance defined by the ratio of the tip-substrate separation d to the 
radius of the electrode rT. I is the normalized current defined by the ratio of the tip 
current iT recorded at any z position to the current in the bulk of the solution iT,∞. 
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Fig.1.7 Normalized SECM approach curves of negative and positive feedback. Where L is the 
normalized distance defined by the ratio of the tip-substrate separation d to the radius of the 
electrode rT. I is the normalized current defined by the ratio of the tip current iT recorded at any 
z position to the current in the bulk of the solution iT,∞. 
SECM approach curves are very useful since they do not only provide 
information about the position of the sample surface in regard to the SECM tip, but also 
about the kinetics of the chemical reactions taking place at the substrate. Cornut et al. 
proposed recently an approximated analytical expression for SECM approach curves, 
where the RG of the probe and the finite kinetics of the process are taken into account:[47] 
  
(Equation 1.4) 
Where the normalized currents for active  and inactive  substrates 
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    (Equation 1.5) 
   
(Equation 1.6) 
 And with 
    
(Equation 1.7) 
  
(Equation 1.8) 
  krT
D   (Equation 1.9) 
Where Λ is the kinetic constant, k is the first order heterogeneous rate constant 
and D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox species. Thus, by fitting the theoretical 
approach curve to the experimental ones, k can be deduced from Λ as obtained from 
fitting procedure. All other parameters can be determined independently or can be 
found in the literature (e.g., D). Fig.1.8 shows several calculated approach curves by 
using different k values. If k values are higher or equal to 0.1 cm s–1, the approach curves 
present a fast increase when the working distance decreases and basically overlap with 
the theoretical fully positive feedback approach curve. However, when k takes smaller 
values, the approach curves deviate clearly from the positive feedback behavior and 
after passing by an intermedium regime, it reaches the theoretical fully negative 
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feedback behavior and k is around 0 cm–1. 
 
Fig.1.8 Influence of the electrochemical reaction rate that takes place at the substrate on the 
SECM approach curves. [47]  
By using the previous model (equation 3), it can also be depicted the influence 
that the RG has over the approach curves (Fig.1.9). For instance, probes with larger RG 
values provide a higher current contrast in SECM feedback mode, as at close working 
distances (L < 2) the separation between the positive and negative approach curves is 
higher than in the cases of smaller RG values. The latter is mainly due to the most 
efficient hindering of the diffusion of the redox mediator towards the surface of the 
electrode with a bigger insulating sheath. In spite of the better current contrast provided 
by larger RG value probes, experimentally it is more difficult to bring the probe close 
to the substrate (without any probe-substrate crash) due to the potential misalignment 
between the plane of the probe and the substrate, which originates from the difficulty 
of placing the microelectrode and sample perfectly vertically or horizontally, 
respectively. Therefore, depending on the goal of the experiment, a compromise has to 
be made to achieve a good current contrast, while avoiding probe-substrate crashes. 
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Fig.1.9 Effect of RG on SECM approach curves for positive and negative feedback. RG = 1, 
5, and 10. 
Substrate Generation/Tip Collection Mode 
As a matter of fact, the SECM substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC)) 
mode (Fig.1.10) was carried out in the first SECM-like experiment for measuring the 
concentration profile of a redox species inside the diffusion layer generated at a 
macroscopic electrode.[6] In the SG/TC mode, the substrate can convert chemically or 
electrochemically species R into species O that diffuses away from the substrate and 
can be collected at the SECM probe. Consequently, iT reflects the concentration profile 
of the redox species around an active site of the sample. Similarly, as the feedback mode, 
qualitative and quantitative information can be extracted by correlating the mass 
transport regime with the kinetics of the process. In general, this mode is often used for 
monitoring enzymatic reactions, corrosion and electron transfer processes at different 
interfaces.[48–50] For instance, Bard’s group monitored spatially the activity of 
immobilized glucose oxidase based on the detection of hydrogen peroxide at an SECM 
tip.[51] The method provided an excellent spatial sensitivity for hydrogen peroxide and 
thus allowing the monitoring of the catalytic activity of immobilized enzymes. The 
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main advantages of using the SG/TC or tip generation/substrate collection (TG/SC) 
mode are less background currents and the less dependence of the working distance on 
the probe response. This enables the measurements at larger distances between the 
probe and the substrate that could be beneficial when studying samples with special 
topography. Furthermore, SG/TC has been widely applied to the study of biological 
samples, for instance when the metabolic response from a cell is expressed as a 
chemical species released to the extracellular medium and detected at the scanning 
probe.[52] All in all, the lateral resolution could decrease compared to feedback mode 
SECM. To overcome these drawbacks, smaller probes and slower scan rates and smaller 
step sizes are preferred. 
 
Fig.1.10 Schematic diagram of substrate generation/tip collection mode. Electrochemically 
active species O is generated at the substrate surface and collected at the tip.[43]  
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1.1.4 SECM applied to biological samples 
SECM can be used to image the topography and reactivity of biological specimens, 
as well as, to detect electrochemically metabolites for mapping localized biochemical 
activity.[53–57] Among the SECM operation modes, generation/collection and feedback 
mode measurements are the two main SECM modes employed to study biological 
samples. For instance, Takahashi’s group imaged an important membrane protein, i.e., 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), on the surface of a single living mammalian 
cell by SECM SG/TC mode.[58] The EGFR is one of the key membrane proteins 
associated with cancer. In order to estimate EGFR expression levels by SECM, EGFR 
on the cell surface was labeled with alkaline phosphatase (ALP) via an antibody. Thus, 
in presence of p-aminophenol phosphate (PAPP, the enzymatic substrate of ALP) ALP 
catalyzes enzymatically the production of p-aminophenol (PAP), which can be detected 
electrochemically and hence used to monitor spatially the presence of EGFR. The main 
advantage of such method provided the information about EGFR level in situ without 
peeling the living cell. 
In feedback mode experiments, the tip is used to oxidize or reduce a redox mediator, 
and hence the topography and redox activity of biological samples can be examined 
according to the feedback currents. Mirkin’s group used SECM feedback mode to 
demonstrate the possibility of distinguishing between non-transformed human breast 
epithelial cells (MCF-10A) and metastatic breast cells (MDA-MB-231) based on their 
redox activities.[59] With this aim, a chemical mediator (e.g. quinone) was employed 
that rapidly crosses the cell membrane, participates in intracellular redox reactions and 
then goes out of the cell to be detected at the microelectrode positioned close to the cell 
membrane. 
Although SECM has been applied to different biological systems, SECM studies 
of tissues are still under exploration. In most of the cases, the samples which were 
scanned are “micro tissues” instead of real tissues. For instance, Sridhar et al. monitored 
the respiratory activity of 3D cellular aggregates or “micro tissues” by SECM.[18] In 
their approach, a microwell array for large-scale production of microtissues was 
stamped on a Petri dish and in situ SECM analysis was performed on the present micro 
tissues. For instance, the respiratory activity of live HeLa microtissues was assessed by 
monitoring the oxygen consumption over the cell aggregates at a constant height mode. 
Similarly, non-invasive SECM assays for detecting osteogenic differentiation on arrays 
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of microtissues have been also reported.[17] 
Although numerous approaches have been applied to the study of tissues, such as 
colorimetric and fluorometric assays,[60,61] SECM can provide a more sensitive spatial 
detection of biomarkers in comparison to colorimetric methodologies, and a wider 
range of information can be extracted since not only the fluorescent tagged species can 
be detected. Moreover, when studying living cells by optical methods, genetic 
modifications or the addition of fluorescent tags are required affecting not only their 
energy status, but also their whole metabolic response. On the contrary, SECM can be 
used to monitor natural cell responses like the production of metabolites or the uptake 
of drugs.[62,63] 
1.1.5 Limitations of SECM for real samples and approaches to overcome 
them 
However, the study of real samples requires overcoming several drawbacks 
encountered in SECM, such as the fact that the probe response varies depending not 
only on the chemical reactivity of the surface, but also on the working distance. As a 
consequence, it is required to maintain a constant d during scanning to avoid 
topographic artifacts (e.g., with tilted or rough samples). Furthermore, when scanning 
large area samples (i.e, 1> cm2) experimental times could be as long as 24 h. The scan 
rate cannot be increased infinitely otherwise the effect of convection cannot be 
ignored.[42] This limitation and approaches to overcome such will be described in 
Chapter 5. As a result, artifacts generated by solvent evaporation, sample aging or 
electrode fouling can take place. Finally, probe-substrate crashes, i.e. a physical contact 
between probe and sample, can lead to the damage of the fragile probe or the sample if 
the working distance becomes zero due to the sample topography. The latter is critical 
in the case of biological samples, since the hard glass body of the commonly used 
microelectrodes can scratch cells easily upon contact. To alleviate the above mentioned 
SECM limitations, several approaches have been proposed where mainly additional 
instrumentation or routines are incorporated into the basic SECM setup in order to 
control, for instance, the working distance during scanning (e.g., SECM-atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), shear force, alternating current (AC)-SECM, among others).[54,64–
69] Alternatively, a new family of SECM probes, so-called soft stylus microelectrodes, 
has been developed recently to carry out SECM experiments of rough, tilted, and large 
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substrates in contact mode without the need of any additional equipment 
(Fig.1.11).[10,12,41,70–72] 
 
Fig.1.11 a) Schematic representation of lateral SECM scanning over a curved sample with a 
conventional microelectrode (right) and a soft probe (left). Photographs of a soft stylus probe 
(b) and a soft array (c). 
1.1.6  Soft-Probe-SECM 
 The fabrication of soft stylus probes is based on the UV-photoablation of 
microchannels into thin polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films (Fig.1.12). Then, a 
carbon ink is manually applied into the microchannels to create a carbon track that is 
cured thermally and finally enclosed by a thin layer of Parylene C. The active electrode 
area is simply exposed by blade or laser-assisted cutting. Soft probes allow SECM 
imaging in contact mode of strongly tilted and curved substrates, since the flexibility 
of the soft probes allows the probe body to follow the topography of the sample surface. 
As a result, an almost constant working distance is achieved avoiding changes in the 
recorded current related to different topographic artifacts. Furthermore, the soft stylus 
probe concept can be multiplexed into an array format (Fig.1.11c), so that larger sample 
areas can be scanned in a shorter time.[41,70,71] Further functionalization of the soft 
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probes has led to the integration of microfluidic channels allowing the delivery of a 
given electrolyte solution at the tip of the probe and the extraction of the species 
generated from the interaction with the sample.[73,74] 
 
Fig.1.12 a) Soft probe fabrication: 1.) UV laser ablation of a microchannel in a PET sheet, 2.) 
filling of the microchannel with a carbon paste followed by a curing process at 80 °C, 3.) 
covering and sealing of the conductive carbon track with a Parylene C coating. 4.) Shaping of 
the probe body and preparation of the electrical connection pad. The active microelectrode area 
is exposed by razor blade or laser assisted cutting.  
In order to plot the approach curves after touching of the sample, a vertical 
coordinate hp is applied (Fig.1.13). It is the difference hP = hA – lT between the height 
of the attachment point above the sample hA and the vertical extension lT of the unbent 
probe. Thus, the effective working distance d is defined as 
d = hp + tL sin(α); (hp ? 0, non-contact region)  (Equation 1.10) 
d = tL sin(α); (hp < 0, contact region)  (Equation 1.11) 
where ? is the angle between the cross–sectional plane of the probe and the sample 
surface and tL is the thickness of the Parylene C film covering the carbon tracks. The 
geometry of the probes in contact and non–contact regime is shown in Fig.1.13a. 
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Fig.1.13 a) Recording current-distance curves with a soft probe on gold and glass surfaces. b) 
Schematic representation of soft probe translations during SECM imaging. The data of 
approach curves were kindly provided by Dr. Andreas Lesch. 
SECM imaging is performed by translating the probe in the horizontal x-y-plane 
while recording a current at defined grid points. The scanning mode using the soft 
probes is different from typical SECMs where the probe is moved forwardly and 
reversely in an identical manner. Due to its predefined bending direction, the soft probe 
needs to be retracted using a lift off mode after a contact mode line scan and while 
repositioning the probe with a small displacement perpendicularly to the scanning 
direction (Fig.1.13b). In this way, over-bending and mechanical stress to the probe as 
well as to the substrate do not occur. In order to avoid double scanning of surface areas 
with the adjacent microelectrodes of a soft array (the typical step size is 5-10 μm, 
microelectrode separation 500 μm), a larger displacement is performed to image a new 
frame next to the previously measured region. 
1.2 Melanoma 
1.2.1 Melanoma classification 
Melanoma is one of the most lethal cutaneous malignancies that strike thousands 
of people around the world. According to the US Cancer Statistics report, there were 
76,100 new cases of melanoma incidence in the U.S. in 2014.[75] The causes of 
melanoma can be abnormal immunosuppression or ultraviolet radiation that induces 
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genetic mutation in the skin. The stepwise progression of melanocytes to malignant 
melanoma is depicted by the Clark model in Fig.1.14.[76] The characters of five levels 
of melanoma are i) the proliferation of the melanocytes in the process of forming nevi, 
which is also called melanoma in situ. ii) The increase of aberrant cell growth and 
subsequent development of dysplasia and the invasion into the papillary dermis (below 
the epidermis). iii) The radial-growth phase (RGP) leads to the invasion to the junction 
of the papillary and dermis. iv) The lesion invades dermis and progresses to vertical 
growth phase (VGP). v) The metastasis of melanoma to other organs. Clinically, the 
staging criteria of melanoma is suggested by American Joint Commission on Cancer 
(AJCC) which classifies melanoma according to the tumor, node, metastasis system 
(TNM) (Table 1.1).[77,78] The survival rate of patients depends on the stage of the cancer 
when it is diagnosed. Therefore, reliable methodologies for early diagnosis and 
unequivocal identification of cancer stages are of high relevance.[79,80] The appearance 
of melanoma and innocuous skin moles are sometimes similar. Thus, the early detection 
of melanoma is still a challenge. 
 
Fig.1.14 Melanoma progression according to Clark model.  
Table 1.1 Staging system of melanoma suggested by AJCC.[77,78] 
Stage Criteria 
IA Non-invasive localized melanoma with thickness smaller than 0.75 mm. 
IB Non-invasive localized melanoma with thickness of 0.76-1.5 mm. 
IIA Non-metastatic localized melanoma with thickness of 1.5-4 mm. 
IIB Non-metastatic localized melanoma with thickness larger than 4 mm. 
III Invasion of regional lymph node and limited metastasis but without nodal 
metastases 
IV Advanced regional metastases or distant metastases 
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1.2.2 Tyrosinase and its enzymatic reactions 
Tyrosinase (EC 1.14.18.1) is a multifunctional copper-containing enzyme from the 
oxidase superfamily. Tyrosinase is also the key enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of 
melanin, which is the entity in charge to protect the skin from UV radiation. This 
enzyme catalyzes the first two steps of melanin synthesis that corresponds to the 
hydroxylation of monophenol derivative to o-diphenol (monophenolase or cresolase 
activity) and the oxidation of o-diphenol to o-quinone (diphenolase or catecholase 
activity, see Fig.1.15).[81,82] The further steps of melanin formation involve a series of 
non-enzymatic steps, which are typically faster than the enzymatic ones.[83,84] Normally, 
melanin is synthesized in epidermal melanocytes and then it is transferred into 
epidermal keratinocytes through the melanocytes’ dendrites.[85] Subsequently, melanin 
is distributed by melanocytes within the skin or the hair. Melanin formation is of high 
importance, and abnormalities on its synthesis can lead to problems related to skin 
photocarcinogenesis[86,87] or Parkinson’s disease.[88] 
One of the natural substrates of tyrosinase is tyrosine, which is oxidized by 
tyrosinase to produce dopaquinone (Fig.1.15). The latter compound either cyclizes to 
cyclodopa, which leads to eumelanin (black/brown pigment) or reacts with cysteine to 
give cysteinyldopa resulting in pheomelanin (red/yellow pigment). Afterwards, 
eumelanin and pheomelanin polymerize in different ratios according to genetic 
phenotype and give mixed-type melanins. 
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Fig.1.15 Schematic representation of the reactions of L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) 
catalyzed by tyrosinase.  
For melanoma studies, it was shown that tyrosinase is a more sensitive biomarker 
compared to other protein biomarkers such as HMB-45 and MART-1.[89] The 
commercial monoclonal antibody T311 (provided by Abcam) binds to tyrosinase and 
has been found to be 94% sensitive for melanomas, but the sensitivity was correlated 
inversely with clinical stage. In the clinical stages I and II 100% immunopositivity was 
shown. However, stage III and stage IV showed 86% immunoreactivity each.[90] T311 
staining also changed with clinical stages, from an exclusively homogeneous pattern in 
early stages to a more heterogeneous pattern in later stages.[90] Thus, T311 allows 
detection of melanoma-associated tyrosinase protein expression and through 
recognizing tyrosinase derived epitopes, the clinical stages can be diagnosed and 
distinguished. Therefore, monitoring the spatial localization of tyrosinase on suspected 
malignant tissues will not only provide earlier and more reliable tumor detection, but 
also a better understanding of the spatial distribution of special biomarkers, the 
metabolic state of the tumor and perhaps overcome limitations related to fluorescence 
quantifications. 
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1.2.3 Melanoma diagnosis and detection methods 
Clinically, dermatologists usually examine skin moles or suspicious skin areas by 
searching “ABCDE” signs for early recognition of melanoma.[91] ABCDE represents 
the characteristics of Asymmetry, Border irregularity, Color variegation, Diameter 
greater than 6 mm and Evolving (i.e. lesions that have changed over time). If the lesion 
has the ABCDE characteristics, a further examination must be done. However, even 
with dermoscopy, malignant melanoma in its early stages sometimes can be difficult to 
be distinguished from innocuous skin moles. Traditional ABCDE features may not be 
present. 
To further confirm the malignant skin cancer, a piece of skin lesion will be 
removed to perform a skin biopsy, and the skin sample will be sent to a pathologist to 
render a microscopic diagnose. Staining processes for selectively imaging cancer 
biomarkers or specific genes are necessary to reveal cancer cells under microscopy. 
Commonly used tests include immunohistochemistry (IHC),[92] fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH),[93] or comparative genomic hybridization (CGH).[94] IHC exploits 
the principle of antibodies conjugated with enzymes for the specific binding to the 
antigens in biological tissues. The enzyme conjugated to the antibody can be peroxidase, 
which catalyses a color-producing reaction. Thus, the colorful enzymatic products can 
be observed under an optical microscope. FISH is a molecular cytogenetic technique 
that uses fluorescent probes that bind to a target DNA or RNA (e.g. mRNA, lncRNA 
and miRNA) sequence in cells, circulating tumor cells, and tissue samples. 
Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks in IHC particularly when staining melanoma. 
The main interference comes from melanin which shows a dark color similar to 3,3'-
diaminobenzidine (DAB), a universally used chromogen in IHC.[61] Fig.1.16 shows the 
interference from melanin in a melanoma sample when performing IHC. In Fig.1.16a, 
the tyrosinase inside human skin slices was labeled with primary Abs and HRP-
conjugated secondary Abs and DAB was used as the chromogen. In Fig.1.16b, no 
antibodies were applied. The brown color in Fig.1.16b resulted exclusively from 
melanin, because no immunostaining has been performed. Therefore, the brown color 
in Fig.1.16a cannot exclusively be adjudicated to the presence of tyrosinase, but also 
to the melanin coloration. Another widely employed staining method is FISH. However, 
it could be affected by autofluorescence and photobleaching, leading to wrong 
diagnosis. In addition, fluorophore labels on the biomarkers are often toxic, unstable 
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and require expensive and sophisticated equipments to measure the fluorescence signals. 
 
Fig.1.16 a) Optical microscopic image of an immunostained normal skin tissue for tyrosinase 
detection. b) Optical microscopic image of a normal skin tissue without tyrosinase 
immunostaining showing the presence of melanin. 
In order to improve the traditional melanoma diagnosis, different modalities were 
developed to enhance the clinical examination quality. For instance, dermoscopy with 
computer-based analysis, confocal scanning laser microscopy, multispectral digital 
dermoscopy, and optical coherence tomography are optical instruments for analyzing 
pigmentation patterns of suspicious melanoma areas.[95,96] Interestingly, daily used hand 
held devices with high resolution cameras, such as smartphones, can be employed using 
software that can process the analysis algorithms for the comparison of suspicious skin 
moles and melanoma images based on a database and thus can help to determine 
malignancy.[97] Despite the versatility of these optical modalities, the pigmentation can 
only represent a part of the melanoma characteristics. Thus, these optical methods are 
not accurate enough for all the melanoma diagnosis because the molecular information 
such as biomarker distribution is also very important for clinical diagnosis. [98]    
In contrast, electrochemistry provides efficient tools for the monitoring of 
malignant tumors, while avoiding common limitations found in optical techniques.[12,99] 
Electrochemical biosensors have the advantages of low detection limits, wide linear 
response ranges, and accessibility of quantifying the analytes. Several electrochemical 
techniques have been reported for melanoma detection. Melanoma biomarkers such as 
tyrosinase,[100] S100B,[99] CD146,[101] and melanocortin 1 receptor antigen (MC1R)[102] 
can be detected electrochemically. It was also reported that electrochemical detection 
of the ratio of L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) and tyrosine can indicate the 
aggressiveness of malignant melanoma.[103]  
Although SECM has been applied to different biological systems, SECM studies 
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of tissues are still under exploration. In most of the cases, the samples which were 
scanned were “micro tissues” not real tissues from animals. For instance, Sridhar et al. 
monitored the respiratory activity of 3D cellular aggregates or “micro tissues” by 
SECM.[18] In their approach, microtissues were grown on a Petri dish in situ and the 
oxygen consumption or the osteogenic differentiation were monitored.[17] Nevertheless, 
the growing conditions of microtissues and real tissue inside animal bodies are very 
different. Compared to microtissues, tissues directly from patients are representative 
and provide a higher reliability for clinical studies.  
1.3 Bio-application of graphene-based nanomaterials 
Graphene-based nanomaterials have attracted tremendous attention since they 
have several advantages, such as low toxicity, high bio-compatibility for tissue 
engineering, medical bionic devices and bioelectric sensors.[104–106] Graphene is 
composed of two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb monolayer sp2 hybridized carbon 
atoms in a plane.[107] The free π electrons in graphene provide reactive sites for surface 
reactions and thus graphene can be chemically modified or oxidized, forming water-
soluble derivatives.[108] Graphene oxide (GO) is a highly oxidized form of chemically 
modified graphene, which consists of sp2 and sp3 carbon domains with hydroxyl (–OH) 
and epoxide (–O–) functional groups on the two accessible sides, and carboxylic acid 
(–COOH) groups at the edges.[106,109] In general, GOs families have better dispersibility, 
amphiphilicity and functionalizability. Furthermore, the versatility of GO also makes it 
a popular drug carrier facilitating drug delivery that enables the increasing of the local 
concentration of therapeutic molecules, promotion of cellular uptake, and enhance the 
efficiency of photo-thermal therapy.[110–112] This represents a promising strategy for 
targeting dangerous diseases such as cancer, virus infection, as well as for repair brain 
injury.[113–115] Other members of the graphene family, such as reduced graphene oxide 
(rGO), graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and their derivatives were also extensively 
explored in fields of biosensors, drug delivery, bioimaging, and theranostics. Since GOs 
have been widely used as a drug carrier and a label for tissues and cell cultures, there 
are several imaging techniques that can study the update, accumulation and excretion 
of graphene oxides in animals. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has been one of the 
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popular tools. For instance, Huang et al. modified aptamer functionalized Au 
nanoparticles on graphene oxide for cancer marker mapping in mouse tissue.[116] 
Through the detection of characteristic fingerprints in Raman spectra, Raman bio-
imaging of graphene derivatives is commonly used.[117,118] However, the inherent 
Raman intensity of graphene derivatives is usually too weak so it requires the enhancer 
for Raman signal amplification for bio-imaging.[117] Conjugating fluorescent molecules 
or doping specific elements to increase fluorescence are methods to visualize graphene 
derivatives in bio-structures.[117] However, tedious doping procedures, fast photo-
bleaching and self-auto fluorescence limit their application. To summarize current 
methods for the detection of graphene derivatives in biological structures, in most cases 
the labels attached to the graphene derivates were detected, not the graphene derivative 
itself.[119] The conjugation between graphene derivative and labels or enhancers might 
be weakened especially in tissues or cells, resulting in false positive signals. Only by 
detecting labels, it is also difficult to judge whether graphene derivatives are degraded 
in the tissues or not. Moreover, the resolution of popular bio-imaging tools such as 
Positron Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography (PET/CT) is close to 1 mm, 
which is not high enough to reveal the important details in animals. 
SECM imaging of GO based nanomaterials has been reported recently. The 
imperfections in graphene that disrupt the sp2 conjugation can be imaged by SECM in 
feedback mode.[120] The single flakes of GO also have been visualized by Rapino’s 
group using SECM.[121] The charges present on the surface of a monoatomic GO layer 
can hinder the SECM tip current or enhance it. Hence, GOs coated on different 
substrates can be identified in different redox mediators. Interestingly, the current 
contrast of GO and substrate in the images depends on the electrostatic interactions 
between the molecular redox mediator and the charges of the sheet surface. Despite that 
there are a lot of studies about GOs using SECM, the SECM of GOs in animal tissues 
has never been done before. This is due to the limitations of conventional 
instrumentation. In this thesis, the soft probes enable the label-free exploration of the 
GO related materials in the mouse tissues and this will improve the understanding of 
the in vivo fate of these nanomaterials. 
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1.4 Thesis outline 
This thesis aims at applying Soft-Probe-SECM for the bioimaging of human thick 
and thin tissues, mouse organs and tissues, and fruit samples. The information from the 
SECM images can be used for the investigation of the most dangerous form of skin 
cancer, i.e. melanoma, as well as nanoparticles distributions in the animal tissues and 
the antioxidants in apple peels. The experiments parts present the chemicals used in this 
thesis and the experimental procedures of the study. In Chapter 3, tyrosinase on PVDF 
membrane can be detected electrochemically by taking advantage of its enzymatic 
activity or its molecular recognition with a tyrosinase antibody. Three tyrosinase 
detection strategies were developed. In Chapter 4, Soft-Probe-SECM was used for 
monitoring tyrosinase expression in non-metastatic and metastatic melanoma tissues. 
SECM can overcome the limitations of optical methods, meanwhile, improved 
diagnosis and understanding of the spatial distribution of tyrosinase in different 
melanoma stages was achieved. Chapter 5 presents a non-invasive electrochemical 
strategy for mapping the antioxidant (AO) activity of apple peels, which 
counterbalances oxidative stress caused by various external effectors. The global AO 
activity in the apple peel including lenticels and regions with artificially degraded AOs 
were mapped using the Soft-Probe-SECM. In Chapter 6, the conductive graphene oxide 
nanoribbons (GONR) accumulated in the mouse liver were studied by SECM. This is 
also the first time the SECM was used to scan thick tissue sections. Chapter 7 is devoted 
to the characterization and implementation of the newly developed “spider probe” 
which contains eight parallel electrodes that can move independently from each other. 
The last chapter describes the future perspectives and the general conclusion. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental part 
All the chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received. They are listed in 
Annexe 2.1. The phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10 mM, pH 7.4) was composed of 
NaCl 137 mM, KCl 2.7 mM, Na2HPO4 10 mM and KH2PO4 1.8 mM. Washing and 
blocking buffers of 1 % (v/v) BSA were prepared in PBS. The substrate solution for the 
enzymatic reaction during SECM experiments was made in 0.1 M citrate-phosphate 
buffer, pH = 5.0, and contained additionally commercial TMB and H2O2 of unknown 
concentration (not specified by manufacturer). 
2.1 Preparation of GONRs, PEG-GONRs and PEG-MNP-
GONRs 
GONRs of ~0.8 μm size were synthesized and kindly provided by Prof. Chia-
Liang Sun and Prof. Yu-Jen Lu (Chang Gung University and Chang Gung Memorial 
Hospital).[122] Their synthesis was in brief: MWNTs were unzipped by using the 
microwave assisted synthesis approach followed by chemical oxidation using KMnO4. 
The crude GONRs were purified by using a PTFE membrane filter (0.1 μm) and then 
re-suspended in water. The D-band and G-band intensities were 2997 and 3191, 
respectively, resulting in a ID/IG ratio of 0.94 (data provided by Sun and Lu). 
GONRs coated with magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles (MNPs) were synthesized by 
the chemical co-precipitation method as described elsewhere.[123] In brief, GONRs, 
FeCl3∙6H2O and FeCl2∙4H2O (molar ratio 1:1:2) were mixed in water and sonicated for 
30 min under nitrogen purging to facilitate the synthesis of magnetic Fe3O4 and avoid 
?-Fe2O3 formation, which is a product in the presence of oxygen. After purging for 30 
min, the temperature was raised to 65 °C. After one hour, NaOH was added into the 
system and allowed to react for 30 min to facilitate the co-precipitation. The MNP-
GONRs were purified by using magnetic separation and washing three times with water. 
PEG was used as a coating reagent for the GONRs and MNP-GONRs to increase 
the stability. i.e., to prevent aggregation in blood, and to reduce non-specific adsorption. 
The ratio of PEG and MNP-GONRs was 1:5 (w/w). The GONRs were modified by 
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adding the PEG into the GONR solution and sonicating the mixture for 30 min before 
injection. 
2.2 Sample preparations 
2.2.1 Immobilization of biological and nanomaterials on polyvinylidene 
difluoride (PVDF) membranes 
Preparation of PVDF membranes 
Squared polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (ca. 1 cm2) were first 
wetted in methanol between 5 to 10 seconds and then transferred into water for about 1 
min. Then, the PVDF membranes were taken from the water bath and the excess of 
water was removed carefully with a filter paper. 
Immobilization of proteins on PVDF membrane 
0.8 μL of a protein solution (2 mg/mL), e.g., tyrosinase, was deposited onto a pre-
prepared PVDF membrane by using a calibrated 2.5 μL micropipette (Eppendorf). To 
avoid the formation of any significant topographic feature on the surface of the PVDF 
membrane, special care was taken that the tip of the pipette was never in physical 
contact with the PVDF membrane during the protein deposition process. After the 
deposition, the immobilized protein spot on the PVDF membrane was dried under a 
gentle stream of nitrogen. The membrane was then placed on a flat glass slide and 
covered by a Teflon cup to form an electrochemical cell.  
If an immunoassay was performed, e.g., for the detection of tyrosinase, on the 
PVDF membrane for the detection of the specific protein, further experimental 
procedures were used as follows. A solution of 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 50 
mM phosphate buffer was employed to block the protein-free regions on the PVDF 
membrane. Afterwards, the BSA solution was removed and a ~0.2 mg/mL solution of 
primary antibody was added to the system and incubated for 30 min. Then, the system 
was washed with PBS solution (pH = 7.4). Furthermore, a ~0.2 mg/mL solution of 
secondary antibody labeled with horse radish peroxidase (HRP) was added and 
incubated at room temperature for another 30 min. Finally, the system was washed 
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twice with the PBS. 
Micro-contact printing of a banana cross section 
A fresh banana cross section (ca. 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm) was cut with a scalpel blade 
and washed with DI water. A PVDF membrane was brought in contact with the banana 
piece for around 1 min in order to transfer biological materials onto the membrane 
(Fig.2.1) After the membrane with the banana stamp was completely dried, a solution 
of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 6.0) was employed for washing. The PVDF 
membrane was then fixed on a microscope glass slide and placed on the bottom of an 
electrochemical cell that was completed by a Teflon body. This procedure enclosed the 
sample into a given volume and where the CE and QRE were placed. 
 
Fig.2.1 Schematic representation for the preparation of microcontact-printed banana on PVDF 
membranes. 
Micro-contact printing of apple cross section 
The apple cross section was cut from a cleaned apple with a scalpel blade and then 
put in contact with the PVDF membrane for 15 min. Thereafter, the PVDF membrane 
was placed after a short drying period into the electrochemical cell for SECM 
experiments.  
Spotting nanomaterials on PVDF membrane 
Solutions with different concentrations of nanomaterials (e.g., GONRs) were 
prepared. Then, 0.8 μL of each nanomaterial solution was deposited on the membrane. 
One membrane can adsorb various parallel nanomaterial spots carefully separated from 
each other in order not to overlap. After the nanomaterial containing droplets dried 
completely, they were placed into an electrochemical cell for SECM experiments. 
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2.2.2 Preparation of tissue, organ and fruit samples 
Protocol for the immunodetection of tyrosinase in thin tissues 
Antigen retrieval was done in 10 mM citrate buffer at 95 °C for 20 min and 
followed by cooling at room temperature for 15 min. Finally, the tissues were incubated 
for 5 min in PBS buffer. The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 10 min 
incubation of the samples in 3% (v/v) H2O2 in PBS at room temperature (RT). The 
blocking solution was applied for one hour at RT, and the residual fluid was completely 
removed. Thereafter, the solution of primary Abs against tyrosinase (100 times diluted 
in PBS) was added to the samples, incubated for one hour at RT and washed three times 
with PBS by placing the tissue in the buffer for 5 min. Finally, the slices were immersed 
in Abs-HRP (100 times diluted in PBS), incubated for one hour at RT and washed with 
PBS as in the previous step. The slices were placed in an electrochemical cell.  
Protocol for the immunodetection of tyrosinase and S100 protein in thick tissues 
Before the immunoassay, the tissue sections were de-paraffinized by immersing 
them twice in xylene for 40 minutes and rehydrated by immersing them sequentially in 
solutions of ethanol in water (100%, 95%, 70% and 30% of ethanol) (v/v) for 1 h each. 
Antigen retrieval was done in 10 mM citrate buffer, 95 °C, 40 min, and followed by 
cooling at RT for 10 min. Finally, the tissues were incubated for 30 min in PBS. The 
endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 30 min incubation of the samples in 
3% (v/v) H2O2 in PBS at RT. The blocking solution containing 1 % of BSA in PBS was 
applied for overnight at 4 °C, and the residual fluid was completely removed. Thereafter, 
the solution of primary Abs against tyrosinase or S100 proteins (20 times diluted in 
PBS) was added to the samples, incubated overnight at 4 °C and washed three times 
with PBS by placing the tissue in the buffer for one hour at 4 °C. Finally, the slices 
were immersed in Abs-HRP (20 times diluted in PBS), incubated overnight at 4 °C and 
washed with PBS as the previous step described. The slices were placed in an 
electrochemical cell and the presence of tyrosinase was investigated by SECM using 
the sample generation-tip collection mode by the detection of FcMeOH+ generated 
enzymatically at Abs-HRP. 
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Preparation of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) mice samples 
Mice were obtained from the National Laboratory Animal Center (Taiwan) and 
samples prepared by Prof. Yu-Jen Lu. All experiments were performed within one 
month after the mice were born. The organs of the mice were taken out 2 hours after 
the nanoparticle injection. Afterwards, the organs were sealed in paraffin and sectioned 
into thin or thick slices. 
For rehydration, the thin tissue sections were de-paraffinized by immersing them 
twice in xylene for 10 min and sequentially in ethanol-water mixtures (100%, 95%, 
70% and 30% of ethanol (v/v)) for 5 min each. The thick tissue sections were de-
paraffinized followed by the same procedure but with 30 min of reaction time for each 
step. After de-paraffinization, the tissue slices were incubated for 30 min in PBS (10 
mM, pH 7.4) composed of NaCl 137 mM, KCl 2.7 mM, Na2HPO4 10 mM and KH2PO4 
1.8 mM. Finally, the tissues were immersed in the experimental solution for SECM. 
2.2.3 Fruit sample preparation 
A thin slice of apple peel was cut out from the apple with a peeler, placed on a 
glass slide and cleaned with isopropanol and a soft wipe to remove possible protective 
layers and other contaminants from previous agricultural, transport and storage 
treatments. Most importantly, this procedure removed also the highly hydrophobic 
natural wax layer on the apple peel to allow the permeation of the electrolyte solution 
into the apple peel. In general, the apple skin consists of a natural epicuticular wax layer 
(sub- to several micrometer thickness) covering the cuticle (22-55 μm), epidermis and 
hypodermis.[124] The natural wax layer is water repellent and reduces the water as well 
as hydrophilic AO permeability through the apple skin, but can carefully be removed 
with organic solvents.[125,126] By using rapidly and gently an isopropanol wetted wipe 
instead of immersing the apple peel into isopropanol, the natural wax layer was 
removed and the AO activity was preserved. Previous works have demonstrated that 
the alcohol based removal of the cuticular wax layer on apples was performed without 
damaging the epidermal cells.[126] However, the apple peel was quickly covered with a 
rectangular frame made of Parafilm to expose a fruit peel area of approximately 0.5 cm2 
before the immersion of the apple peel in the electrolyte. The electrochemical cell for 
SECM experiments was completed by a cylindrical Teflon cover mounted on the top 
and filled with the electrolyte solution (Fig.2.2).  
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Fig.2.2 Preparation steps of an apple peel sample: 1. The peel was cut with a peeler; 2.The pulp 
was removed; 3. The apple peel was cut into a rectangular piece of about 0.5 cm2 size. The 
apple peel sample was fixed on a glass slide with a frame made of Parafilm and then a Teflon 
cup was mounted on the top forming the electrochemical cell. 
2.3 Three-dimensional, inkjet printed test samples 
Three-dimensional test samples were composed of insulating and conductive 
patterns of various heights and were prepared by using an X-Serie Ceraprinter 
(Ceradrop). Polyimide (PI, Goodfellow) sheets of 125 μm thickness served as 
substrates and were cleaned with isopropanol prior to printing. A jettable insulator 
EMD6201 (Sun Chemical) and a carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersion CNTRENE®3024 
A3-R (Brewer Science) were subsequently inkjet-printed using 10 pL nominal droplet 
volume cartridges (Dimatix Fujifilm) to create the insulating and conductive patterns, 
respectively. The CNTs were mainly double-walled CNTs non-covalently 
functionalized with a tri-sulfonic acid derivate and have shown good adhesion and 
electrochemical activity after thermal curing.[127] The insulator was a UV curable 
dielectric ink that was photo-polymerized simultaneously to printing thanks to a UV 
LED FireEdge FE300 (380-420 nm; Phoseon Technology) integrated into the 
corresponding printhead slot of the Ceraprinter. Multilayer printing of the insulator 
allowed the formation of well-defined three-dimensional microstructures. All printing 
parameters, such as waveform, jetting frequency and substrate temperature and all post-
processing parameters, such as thermal curing, were optimized. The topography was 
measured by using a mechanical profilometer Dektak XT from Bruker.    
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2.4 Conventional and Soft-Probe-SECM  
2.4.1 Preparation of conventional Pt electrode 
Conventional Pt microelectrodes used in this thesis were disk electrodes fabricated 
by encapsulating a Pt microwire with diameter of 25 μm and length of 1 cm into a glass 
capillary (outer diameter around 1 mm, thickness of the glass around 50 μm) and sealed 
with a flame.[128] The Pt wire and the capillary were sealed under high temperature and 
the other side of the capillary was connected to a vacuum source to ensure a sealing 
procedure free of gas bubbles (Kopf Vertical Pipette Puller, David Kopf instrument, 
USA). A copper wire for making the electronic connection part was then inserted into 
the capillary and connected to the Pt wire by soldering. The tip of the microelectrode 
was mechanically polished using diamond lapping disks of various roughness to reveal 
the Pt surface and to adjust the RG value to 5-10. 
2.4.2 Soft stylus probes manufacturing for Soft-Probe-SECM 
The general fabrication principle of the soft probes is described in Chapter 1. 
Microchannels were prepared by UV-photoablation (193 nm ArF excimer laser, 
OPTEC LSV3) in polyethylene terephthalate (PET, Goodfellow) sheets of 100 μm 
thickness. The microchannels were filled with an Electrador carbon ink (Electra 
Polymer & Chemicals Ltd.) and after curing at 80°C the conductive traces were coated 
with a Parylene C layer of 2 μm thickness (Comelec C-30-S Parylene deposition 
system). Prior to each SECM experiment, the soft stylus probe was cut manually either 
with a surgical scalpel blade (Swan-Morton, Sheffield), razor blade or laser assisted 
cutting to obtain a fresh electrode surface and to achieve a V-shaped tip at the probe of 
0.5 – 2 mm width with a microelectrode area of ~160 μm2. However, the electrode size 
can vary slightly based on the laser ablation process, channel filling procedure and 
manual cutting result. The cutting procedures were optimized in this thesis and details 
can be found in the corresponding chapters. For instance, in order to scan samples such 
as thick tumor sections with Soft-Probe-SECM, the tip of the soft probe was cut with a 
Spirit 1040-4-SHG laser with μFAB Workstation (Spectra Physics – Newport) into a 
stair case shape providing a small probe-sample contact area for high spatial resolution 
imaging and maintaining the stable scanning properties of the probe when it is pressed 
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against the sample while brushing over it. This type of soft probe will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter 6. 
2.4.3 SECM instrumentation  
SECM measurements were carried out using a custom-built SECM setup running 
under SECMx software (G. Wittstock, University of Oldenburg) and comprising an 
Ivium Compactstat (Ivium Technologies, Netherlands) for single microelectrode 
measurements or an Ivium CompactStat connected to a MultiWE32 module (Ivium 
Technologies) for measuring eight microelectrodes in soft arrays simultaneously versus 
one counter and one reference electrode. A silver wire was used as quasi-reference 
electrode (QRE) and a platinum wire as the counter electrode (CE). All potentials given 
herein are referred to the QRE. Conventional SECM experiments were carried out using 
a platinum microelectrode disk (radius of the Pt disk 12.5 μm) as working electrode. 
Before each experiment, the platinum microelectrode was mechanically polished with 
a series of diamond lapping discs starting from 1 μm down to 0.05 μm particle sizes. 
The quality of the microelectrode and its RG (i.e. the ratio between the radius of the 
insulating glass and the radius of the microelectrode (rT)) were determined with a 
Laborlux D optical microscope (Leitz, Germany). Prior to conventional SECM 
experiments performed with a rigid Pt microelectrode, the sample surface was leveled 
by comparing the substrate height (determined by SECM approach curves) at three 
corners of the area to be scanned. A sample correction angle was applied by using a 
motorized tilt table (Zaber, USA) on which the electrochemical cell was placed. Soft-
Probe-SECM experiments were performed with single or arrays of soft microelectrode 
probes. While the rigid Pt microelectrodes were vertically mounted in a probe holder, 
the soft probes were placed into a flexible holder that allowed to adjust the probe angle 
(details and schemes in Chapter 1).  
The soft probe was fixed in a special home-made holder to provide a 70° inclination 
angle in the probe holder to control the probe bending direction. The soft probe was 
then brought into mechanical contact with the sample surface until an hp value of 
several ten to hundred micrometers was achieved. A lift-off routine included into the 
SECMx software was employed to perform the SECM images. Briefly, the soft stylus 
probe was kept in contact with the sample surface during forward line scans, in which 
current values were recorded, while it was operated in a contact-less regime (e.g.. 1000 
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μm tip-to-substrate distance) during the relocation of the probe at the starting position 
of the following forward line scan. In this way, overbending and additional pressure on 
the probe as well as on the substrate were avoided that would appear when translating 
the probe back in contact mode. 
SECM data analyses were carried out using MIRA software (University of 
Oldenburg).[129,130] All experiments were performed at room temperature (25 ± 2 °C).  
2.5 SECM measurements and general measurements 
procedures 
2.5.1 Indirect SECM detection of adsorbed proteins on PVDF membrane 
by oxygen reduction method 
After the tyrosinase spot was immobilized on the PVDF membrane and placed 
inside the electrochemical cell, a solution of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 6.0) was 
added into the system. Then, the Pt microelectrode was biased at an electrode potential 
(ET) of –0.8 V to monitor the reduction of oxygen while scanning the microelectrode 
closely over the PVDF sample in constant height mode. On the other hand, the oxygen 
reduction method can be used for a cleaning step to prevent passivation of the electrode. 
During the oxygen process, the free radicals such as hydroxyl radicals were produced 
at the tip of the microelectrode. The radicals react with the contaminants on the Pt 
surfaces, leading to the destruction of the contaminant film and thus a clean Pt surface 
can be revealed.  
2.5.2 SECM detection of tyrosinase activity immobilized on PVDF 
membrane 
L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) strategy: After the tyrosine spot was 
deposited on the PVDF membrane, a solution of 2 mM L-DOPA in 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (pH = 6.0) was added into the electrochemical cell. Then the Pt microelectrode 
was scanned close to the sample and biased at 0.7 V to monitor the tyrosinase activity 
in constant height mode.  
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2.5.3 Immunoassay strategy 
The SECM read-out of the sandwich immunoassay was performed by adding a 
commercial solution of TMBred and H2O2, which in presence of HRP produces TMBox 
that can be detected amperometrically at the scanning Pt microelectrode biased at ET = 
–0.3 V. 
2.5.4 SECM images of tyrosinase in thin tissue sections  
For the SECM imaging of tyrosinase in tissue slices deposited on glass slides, both 
the contact-less (i.e. constant height mode with a conventional Pt microelectrode) and 
the contact mode (i.e. a soft probe brushing over the surface while keeping d constant) 
were employed. Approach curves were performed with the Pt microelectrode over the 
bare glass surface to measure the hindered diffusion current of the oxygen reduction in 
PBS. By this procedure, the sample tilt was eliminated and the working distance 
between glass surface and tip was set to 20 μm. Before SECM imaging, several test line 
scans were performed to ensure the working distance was larger than the thickness of 
the tissue. In case the thickness of the tissue slice appeared larger, d was adjusted. 
Contact mode SECM experiments were performed using a soft carbon microelectrode 
probe (electrode area about 160 μm2, 0.5 – 2 mm width of the V-shaped soft probe tip). 
The probe was approached on the glass under an inclination angle between the substrate 
and the carbon microelectrode of 70°. In the beginning of the HRP catalyzed enzymatic 
reaction, the concentration of TMBox was low and SECM signals were weak and less 
reproducible. Therefore, in all experiments, special care was taken that the response 
from the substrate was stable during the time scale (15 min of equilibration) of the 
experiments in terms of steady-state diffusion layers from the active sites of the tissues. 
The presence of tyrosinase was established by using the SECM sample generation-tip 
collection mode through the detection of TMBox generated enzymatically at Abs-HRP 
at –0.2 V. FcMeOH can replace TMB as the redox mediator for immuno detection and 
appeared more stable than TMB in the experiments performed in this thesis. Following 
this detection strategy, 2 mM of FcMeOH and 1 mM of H2O2 were added to the 
experimental solution. When applying -0.2 V at the microelectrode using SG/TC mode, 
FcMeOH+ produced by HRP can be detected and thus resulted in an increased current. 
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2.5.5 Immunohistochemistry 
Before the immunoassay, the tissue slices were de-paraffinized by immersing them 
twice in xylene for 10 min and rehydrated by immersing them sequentially in solutions 
of ethanol in water (100%, 95%, 70% and 30% of ethanol) (v/v) for 5 min each. Antigen 
retrieval was done in 10 mM citrate buffer, 95 °C, 20 min, followed by a cooling down 
to room temperature for 15 min. Finally, the tissue slices were incubated for 5 min in 
PBS buffer. The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 10 min incubation of 
the samples in 3% (v/v) H2O2 in PBS at RT. Subsequently, primary Abs and HRP 
conjugated secondary Abs were applied. Then, the tissue slices were equilibrated in 
alkaline phosphatase (AP) buffer (pH 9.5), which was composed of 0.1 M Tris base, 
0.1 M sodium chloride, and 50 mM magnesium chloride. The tissue sections were 
covered with nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) 0.03% (v/v) and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoly 
phosphate (BCIP) 0.02% (v/v) in AP buffer for 2 h. The tissues were washed with PBS 
solution and then nuclear fast red (NFR) commercial solution was added in order to 
stain the nuclei. The tissues were all covered by NFR and stained for 5 min. 
Subsequently, they were fixed for 10 min in 4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) at RT. 
A quick dehydration was performed in EtOH 70% (v/v), EtOH 96% (v/v), 3× EtOH 
100% (v/v) and xylene. The samples were then covered with proper cover slips. 
2.6 Single-photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT)/computed tomography (CT) 
The biodistribution of the PEG-MNP-GONRs was studied in mice by SPECT/CT 
(NanoSPECT/CT; Bioscan Inc) with a 99mTc-pertechnetate radiolabel by Prof. Yu-Jen 
Lu. The mouse experiment was prepared under anesthesia. Scintigraphy was performed 
immediately after the injection of 2 millicurie (mCi) 99mTc-labled PEG-MNP-GONRs 
or 99mTc-labeled PEG-MNP-GONRs into the tail vein. The scintigraphic images were 
quantitatively analyzed to evaluate the distribution of 99mTc-labled PEG-MNP-GONRs 
within the systemic circulation. Image intensities were normalized to steady blood pool 
mean counts around 10 min post-injection for comparison. 99mTc-labeled PEG-GONR 
accumulated at a high level in the liver, relatively high in spleen, and minimal in lung. 
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The PEG-MNP-GONRs particles show rapid accumulation in the RES which contains 
liver Kupffer cells that can rapidly remove foreign particulate materials from circulation. 
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2.7 Annexe 2.1. 
Chemical Supplier Formula Chapter 
Anti-tyrosinase 
monoclonal antibody (Ab) 
T311 
Bio Medical (USA)  3,4,5 
Bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
 3,4,5,6 
Catechol Fluka (Switzerland) C6H4(OH)
2 
3 
Citric acid Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
C6H8O7 3,4,5 
Commercial 3,3',5,5'-
tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMBred) solution 
ABRAXIS (USA)  3,4,5 
Cripps Pink apples local market  7 
Deionized water Milli-Q 
plus 185 model (produced 
on site) 
Millipore 
(Switzerland) 
H2O 3,4,5,6,7 
Dipotassium 
monohydrogen phosphate 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
K2HPO4 3,4,5,6,7 
Ethanol Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
CH3CH2O
H 
4,5,6 
Ferrocenemethanol 
(FcMeOH) 
Fisher Chemicals 
(Switzerland) 
Fe(C5H5)(
C5H4)CH2
OH 
3,4,5,6,7 
Formaldehyde solution 
(4% in PBS) 
Alfa Aesar 
(Karlsruhe, 
Germany) 
H2CO 3,4,5,6,7 
Hemoglobin (human) Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
 6 
Hydrogen peroxide (3 %) Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
H2O2 3,4,5 
Hydrogen peroxide, 60% Fisher Chemicals 
(Switzerland) 
H2O2 7 
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L-3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine 
(L-DOPA, 99%) 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
C9H11NO4 3 
Methanol (≥ 99 %) Merck (Switzerland) CH3OH 3,4,5,6,7 
Monopotassium 
dihydrogen phosphate 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
KH2PO4 3,4,5,6,7 
Mouse organ sections Chang Gung 
Memorial Hospital 
(Taiwan) 
 5,6 
Multiwall carbon 
nanotubes (MWNTs) 
(TNSMC1, diameter 6–8 
nm; length = 0.5–2 μm; –
COOH content = 3.86 wt%) 
Chengdu Organic 
Chemicals Co. Ltd. 
(Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, Chengdu, 
China)  
 6 
Nitro blue tetrazolium 
(NBT) 
Roche (Switzerland) C40H30Cl2
N10O6 
4 
Paraffin-embedded skin 
tissue micro-arrays (TMA)  
US Biomax, Inc. 
(USA) 
 4 
Paraffin-embedded thick 
melanoma and normal 
skin tissues 
Sofia Bio (Bulgaria)  5 
Phosphoric acid J.T. Baker (USA) H3PO4 3,4,5,6,7 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
(Sunbright DSPE-050-PA, 
molecular weight of PEG 
chains = 5000) 
NOF Cooperation 
(Japan) 
 6 
Polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) membrane (0.1 μm 
pore size) 
Millipore 
(Switzerland) 
 6 
Polyvinylidene difluoride 
(PVDF) membranes 
Bio-Rad (USA)  3,4,5,6,7 
Potassium chloride (≥ 
99.5%) 
Fluka (Switzerland) KCl 3,4,5,6,7 
Potassium permanganate J.T. Baker (USA) KMnO4 6 
Secondary anti-mouse Abs 
conjugated with horse 
radish peroxidase (Abs-
HRP) 
Abcam (UK)  3,4,5 
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Sodium chloride (99.5%) Fluka (Switzerland) NaCl 3,4,5,6,7 
Sodium hydroxide J.T. Baker (USA) NaOH 6 
Sodium phosphate 
monobasic (99%) 
Fluka (Switzerland) NaH2PO4 3,4,5,6,7 
Sulfuric acid J.T. Baker (USA) H2SO4 6 
Tris base, 3,3’,5,5’-
tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB) powder 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
C16H20N2 3,4,5 
Triton X-100 Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
 4 
Tyrosinase (from 
mushroom, lyophilized 
powder, >=1000 unit/mg 
solid) 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
 3,4,5 
Ruthenium hexaamine 
chloride   
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
Cl3[Ru(N
H3)6] 
5,6 
Xylene Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
(CH3)2C6H
4 
4,5,6 
3,3’-diaminobenzidine 
(DAB) 
Sigma–Aldrich 
(Switzerland) 
C12H14N4 4 
5-bromo-4-chloro-
3indolyphosphate (BCIP) 
Fisher Chemicals 
(Switzerland) 
C8H6BrCl
NO4P 
4 
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3 Multiple SECM mapping of 
tyrosinase in micro-contact printed fruit samples 
on polyvinylidene fluoride membrane 
Adapted from: Tzu-En Lin, Fernando Cortés-Salazar, Andreas Lesch, Liang Qiao, Alexandra 
Bondarenko and Hubert H. Girault, Electrochimica Acta 2015, 179, 57–64. 
3.1 Introduction 
Tyrosinase is a copper-containing enzyme known for catalyzing the 
hydroxylation of monophenols and their oxidation to the respective quinones in the 
presence of oxygen. Furthermore, tyrosinase is directly involved in fruit ripening, in 
the biosynthesis of the skin pigment melanin and in skin disorders such as vitiligo (i.e. 
skin depigmentation due to loss of melanin).[131–134] Furthermore, it is a biomarker in 
melanoma and its expression level is very high in some stages.[79,90,135–137] Therefore, 
the accurate and sensitive detection of tyrosinase could provide relevant information 
for a better understanding of different tyrosinase-related biological processes.  
The importance of tyrosinase attracts scientists’ attention and thus the detection 
of tyrosinase or its substrates have been widely investigated using various analytical 
techniques. Most methods for the detection of tyrosinase are optical based assays which 
take advantages of a color or fluorescence change of a substrate converted by an 
enzymatic reaction.[138,139] Tyrosinase can be incorporated into electrochemical sensors 
for the detection of phenolic compounds using amperometric methods. The tyrosinase 
immobilized on the electrodes can provide selectivity for the detection of 
neurotransmitters, catechol, coliforms metabolites, and phenols.[140–143] Alternatively, 
these enzymatic reactions could potentially be used to localize tyrosinase immobilized 
on substrate surfaces by detecting the reaction products of the enzymatic reaction 
locally. This is important, because tyrosinase, as well as other enzymes, is normally 
expressed inside cells or tissues in concentration levels that are temporally and spatially 
dependent.  
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In proteomics, a common detection strategy employed to detect tyrosinase is 
based on the extraction, separation and identification of proteins by using protein 
electrophoresis (e.g. isoelectrofocusing (IEF) electrophoresis or sodium dodecyl sulfate 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)), protein blotting on a suitable 
membrane and protein identification by using different labeling protocols.[144] Among 
the different employed membranes for protein blotting and detection, polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) is widely used since it is a highly hydrophobic and porous support 
with a superior protein binding capacity and a remarkable mechanical and chemical 
stability. Moreover, PVDF maintains the enzymatic activity of adsorbed proteins and 
is compatible with different protein labeling protocols including those based on 
Coomassie Blue, silver or gold staining and fluorescent or chemiluminescent dyes.[145–
147] Recently, proteins immobilized on PVDF membranes have been employed for the 
visualization of human finger prints by using SECM.[148] For this purpose, silver-
staining,[146] multi-metal-deposition (MMD)[130] or benzoquinone-tagging[130] strategies 
have been successfully coupled with SECM for the sensitive and selective spatial 
detection of immobilized proteins. Although these staining methods are powerful, they 
are time consuming and require the use of expensive dyes. Therefore, developing label 
free detection methods is attractive. 
SECM enables a highly resolved spatial detection either in blotted protein 
separations or in the original samples based on a specific enzymatic activity or a 
selective tagged protein while avoiding optical interferences such as sample color 
background and light scattering.[148–155]  
In this chapter, three strategies are presented to further extend the capabilities of 
SECM as a tool for the detection of adsorbed proteins on PVDF membranes. First, an 
indirect SECM protein detection method based on local oxygen concentration 
differences between protein-bound and protein-free PVDF regions was implemented. 
Second, the enzymatic activity of tyrosinase spots immobilized on PVDF membranes 
was studied using the substrate L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA). Finally, a 
third tyrosinase detection method based on the SECM readout of a tyrosinase specific 
immune reaction was developed adopting an immunoassay. All three strategies were 
consecutively employed over the same sample region to detect the presence and 
enzymatic activity of tyrosinase inside banana peels microcontact printed (μCP) on a 
PVDF membrane. Finally, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and mass 
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spectrometry (MS) analysis were performed in order to unravel the origin of the 
recorded SECM response. 
3.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.1 Indirect SECM detection of adsorbed proteins on PVDF membrane 
by oxygen reduction method 
The location of tyrosinase spots immobilized on a PVDF membrane was 
determined indirectly through a so-called “oxygen reduction method”.[156] This strategy 
is based on the detection of oxygen at a scanning microelectrode. The concentration of 
oxygen in the PVDF membrane pores differ significantly between the regions with and 
without adsorbed proteins (Fig.3.1a). Such difference results from the protein 
adsorption on the porous PVDF membrane, which locally reduces the hydrophobicity 
of the PVDF and enables the wetting of the protein-bound PVDF pores that otherwise 
remain filled with air. The pore wetting is most likely caused by the polar groups of the 
adsorbed proteins that might mainly be exposed to the center of the pores. As a result, 
the concentration of oxygen in the pores filled with air (ca. 274 mg/L, 25 °C, 1 atm) 
contrasts with the oxygen concentration in the pores filled with adsorbed proteins and 
water (ca. 9 mg/L, 25 °C, 1 atm). Therefore, by amperometrically monitoring the 
oxygen concentration at the scanning probe (by its electrochemical reduction at ET = –
0.8 V), a clear differentiation between the zones without adsorbed proteins (depicted as 
higher negative current values or higher normalized currents (IT)) and with adsorbed 
proteins (depicted as lower negative current values or lower IT) can be achieved.  
Indeed, it has already been shown that SECM is a powerful tool for the spatial 
probing of oxygen in diffusion-limited processes as it has already been applied for the 
monitoring of the oxygen transport through porous materials, such as cartilages and 
porous membranes.[157,158] Furthermore, SECM has been used for screening oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst libraries and providing both qualitative and 
quantitative local catalytic activity information.[159,160] Oxygen consumption methods 
have been applied for study cell viability and detection of respiratory responses in living 
cells.[161–164]  
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Fig.3.1 a) Schematic representation of the oxygen reduction method for the indirect SECM 
detection of adsorbed proteins on PVDF membranes. b) SECM approach curves over a PVDF 
membrane with and without adsorbed proteins in a solution of 0.15 M KCl. Experimental 
conditions: RG was between 3 to 4. ET = –0.8 V, step size 0.5 μm and probe translation speed 
1 μm/s. 
The SECM approach curves performed on a protein-free PVDF region with the 
probe biased at –0.8 V show a clear increase of IT as the concentration of O2 surrounding 
the air-filled PVDF pores is higher than in solution bulk (Fig.3.1b). Accordingly, a 
current decrease is observed when the probe was brought to a working distance (d) 
closer to the protein-bound PVDF membrane, since the concentration of O2 (that is 
equal inside and outside the protein-bound PVDF pores) is depleted due to its 
consumption at the microelectrode and the blocking of O2 diffusion towards the 
microelectrode in the gap between the sample and the probe (Fig.3.1b). It is expected 
that with such methodology a considerable current contrast between the regions with 
and without adsorbed proteins will be achieved. For comparison, two protein labeling 
methods coupled with SECM feedback mode readout were performed for the 
visualization of the adsorbed proteins from fingerprints, i.e., benzoquinone tagging and 
silver staining (experimental data were kindly provided by Dr. Fernando Cortés-
Salazar). Fig.3.2 describes the protein detection strategy by the mediated reduction of 
protein–quinone adducts. The free cysteines in the protein have been tagged with 
benzoquinone to form protein–quinone adducts. The quinone group undergoes a 
reduction reaction with Fe(CN)64–, which is produced at the SECM tip by the 
electrochemical reduction of Fe(CN)63–. Consequently, this results in the recycling of 
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the redox mediator and contributes to the increment in current signals. Fig.3.4a displays 
the SECM image of human fingerprints using protein ink deposited on PVDF 
membrane and with benzoquinone tagging.[165] 
 
Fig.3.2 Schematic representation of the protein detection principle by the mediated reduction 
of protein–quinone adducts.[166] 
Similar to benzoquinone tagging methods, silver staining is commonly used for 
adsorbed protein detection on the PVDF membrane.[130,167,168] Silver nanoparticles 
precipitate at the location of the proteins, first by binding Ag ions that then get 
chemically reduced, and can be detected. The regeneration of the redox mediator by 
silver deposited area is expressed in Fig.3.3. Fig.3.4c shows the SECM image of the 
human finger print based on silver staining. In contrast, Fig.3.4b and d show the results 
of SECM imaging applying the oxygen reduction strategy of the same samples. In fact, 
this concept could compete with the sensitivity of benzoquinone tagging and silver 
staining, because significant patterns and features of the finger print were identically 
located. 
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Fig.3.3 Schematic representation of SECM detection strategy of protein with silver staining 
on the PVDF membrane. 
It is important to note that the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) can take 
place during the reduction of oxygen at Pt microelectrodes, as reported elsewhere.[156] 
Those ROS species have been demonstrated to be able to etch different substrates as 
elucidated by SECM imaging of the affected areas. In the studied system, it is otherwise 
less likely that ROS species play a major role on the observed signal since the presence 
of scavengers (e.g. L-DOPA, vide infra) in the media and the use of a highly stable 
substrate such as the PVDF membrane reduces certainly such possibility.[169] 
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Fig.3.4 Constant height image of human fingerprints on a PVDF membrane imaged by SECM 
coupled with a) benzoquinone tagging (electrode potential = ET = –0.2 V in 2 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] 
and 0.1 M KNO3), b) and d) oxygen reduction method (ET = –0.8 V) and c) silver staining (ET 
= 0.8 V in 2 mM K3[IrCl6], 0.1 M KCl). The scanned areas in a) and b), and in c) and d) are 
identical. Experimental conditions: d = 3 μm, step size = 50 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. 
This figure was kindly provided by Dr. Fernando Cortés-Salazar. 
3.2.2 Detection of tyrosinase enzymatic activity by SECM 
The enzymatic activity of an adsorbed tyrosinase spot on PVDF membrane was 
analyzed in a 2 mM solution of L-DOPA (i.e., a natural tyrosinase substrate) in 
phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH = 6.5). The enzymatic product of L-DOPA and tyrosinase 
was detected at the microelectrode and thus induced an increased current over the spot 
when applying 0.7 V at the microelectrode (analysis of the mechanism follows vide 
infra). However, during the imaging process a clear decrease of the current was 
obtained due to the electrode passivation (Fig.3.5a). Fig.3.5b shows a cyclic 
voltammogram (CV) of L-DOPA where an almost steady-state signal is recorded for its 
electrochemical oxidation to dopaquinone. The significant decrease in the observed 
signal can be explained by electrode fouling taking place during the oxidation of L-
DOPA at the Pt microelectrode, which is most likely the adsorption of polymerized 
products. To lower the impact of such passivation during long-term SECM experiments, 
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an electrochemical cleaning procedure based on biasing the microelectrode at –0.8 V for 
some seconds in between line scans and hence before applying again the oxidation potential 
of L-DOPA was implemented. As it can be seen from chronoamperometry (CA) 
experiments (see Fig.3.5c), the current recorded for the oxidation of L-DOPA (ca., 8 nA) 
is recovered almost completely after a potential step of –0.8 V has been applied for 20 s. 
By applying the cleaning steps, significantly longer imaging times were achieved that 
allowed the complete scanning of the tyrosinase spot (Fig.3.5d). It is important to notice 
that the efficient electrochemical cleaning of the electrode is achieved only at pH values 
around 6, but not equal or higher than 7 where an even stronger electrode passivation 
took place impeding any complete SECM mapping of the tyrosinase spot (results not 
shown). However, the optimum pH value for tyrosinase activity is around 7,[82] thus 
slower kinetics for the enzymatic reaction are expected. 
 
Fig.3.5 SECM image of a tyrosinase spot on a PVDF membrane in 50 mM phosphate buffer 
(a) without and (d) with electrochemical cleaning. Experimental conditions: Forward Et = 0.7 
V, reverse Et = –0.8 V, Pt microelectrode (rT = 12.5 μm, RG = 9-10), step size = 25 μm, 
translation speed = 20 μm/s, d = 5-7 μm. b) Cyclic voltammetry performed before and after 2.5 
h of biasing a Pt microelectrode at 0.7 V in the presence of L-DOPA 2 mM, pH = 6.5. c) 
Chronoamperometry of a solution of L-DOPA 2 mM in phosphate buffer 50 mM, pH = 6.5. 
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For cyclic voltammetry: scan rate = 50 mV/s. For chronoamperometry: 5 cleaning cycles were 
performed by applying a potential of 0.7 V for 20 seconds and –0.8 V for 10 seconds. The 
measured currents at the plateau during the working steps (0.7 V) are nearly stable and 
reproducible after the cleaning cycles. Experimental conditions: Pt microelectrode (rT = 12.5 
μm, RG = 9-10). 
In the SECM imaging routines applied typically in this chapter, the microelectrode 
traveled twice over the same line scan (i.e. forward and backward) before it was 
perpendicularly displaced to carry out the next line scan. In this way, two different 
images were recorded in one experiment by changing the experimental parameters 
between the forward and reverse scans. Herein, during the forward line scans, a 
potential of 0.7 V for the oxidation of L-DOPA was applied for SECM imaging, while 
on the reverse scans the microelectrode was switched to –0.8 V for the electrochemical 
cleaning of the microelectrode and at the same time to detect the tyrosinase location 
using the oxygen reduction method. Before each forward line scan, a delay period of 2 
s was introduced to achieve the steady state conditions at the microelectrode.  
 
Fig.3.6 SECM images of a tyrosinase spot adsorbed on a PVDF membrane in 50 mM phosphate 
buffer by monitoring (a) the tyrosinase activity in presence of L-DOPA 2 mM, and (b) 
conforming the tyrosinase location by the oxygen reduction strategy. For (a) forward scan ET = 
0.7 V, for (b) backward scan ET = –0.8 V. Other experimental conditions: Pt microelectrode (rT 
= 12.5 μm, RG = 9-10), d = 7 μm, step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 20 μm/s. 
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The SECM image obtained in the presence of L-DOPA (Fig.3.6a) depicts the 
tyrosinase spot as a region of higher current values. Furthermore, the application of the 
negative potential during the backward scan enables the indirect SECM detection of the 
adsorbed tyrosinase based on the oxygen detection that is in good agreement with the 
spatially detected tyrosinase activity (Fig.3.6b), although the enzymatic activity image 
presents some surface heterogeneity (see Fig.3.6a). The result shown in Fig.3.6a, i.e., 
an increased current over the tyrosinase is in contradiction from what has been expected. 
In fact, a decrease on the recorded signal over the tyrosinase active regions due to a 
depletion of L-DOPA within the gap between the microelectrode and sample was 
targeted, as the microelectrode and the enzyme should compete for L-DOPA like in the 
SECM redox competition mode.[170] The result presented in Fig.3.5a suggests that in 
the critical time scale of the experiment an electroactive species is being generated from 
the enzymatic reaction between tyrosinase and L-DOPA, and that can be monitored at 
the scanning microelectrode biased at 0.7 V. Indeed, in the biosynthesis pathway of 
melanin (Fig.3.7), L-dopaquinone might lead to the formation of hydroxylated aromatic 
compounds that can be oxidized at similar or lower potentials than L-DOPA.[171]  
 
Fig.3.7 Abbreviated biosynthesis pathway of melanin: starting from tyrosine and L-DOPA in 
the presence of tyrosinase. 
Similar results were obtained when 4-methyl catechol was employed as enzymatic 
substrate instead of L-DOPA (Fig.3.8). The underlying mechanisms of the detection of 
the enzymatic activity of tyrosinase in the performed SECM experiments was further 
investigated by using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and mass spectrometry 
(MS) experiments (vide infra). 
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Fig.3.8 Constant height SECM image of an immobilized tyrosinase spot over a PVDF 
membrane in 2 mM of 4-methyl catechol and 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.0. Experimental 
conditions: Forward scan ET = 0.7 V, reverse scan ET = –0.8 V, Pt microelectrode (rT = 12.5 
μm, RG = 9-10), step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 20 μm/s, d = 7 μm. 
3.2.3 Mass spectrometry analysis of the enzymatic reaction  
Fig.3.9a displays the mass spectrum of a 2 mM L-DOPA solution where a clear 
intense signal corresponding to the parent peak of protonated L-DOPA is observed (i.e. 
[M+H]+ = 198.19). This result was obtained by analyzing a droplet of a 2 mM L-DOPA 
solution over a tyrosinase-free PVDF membrane by using the electrostatic spray 
ionization (ESTASI) MS.[171] In contrast, when the droplet of L-DOPA solution was 
placed over a tyrosinase-bound PVDF region, the peak of L-DOPA disappeared rapidly 
after only 8 min due to the enzymatic reaction between L-DOPA and tyrosinase 
(Fig.3.9b).  
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Fig.3.9 a) Mass spectrum of L-DOPA. (b) Mass spectra of L-DOPA (2 mM phosphate buffer, 
pH 6) after 8 min reaction with tyrosinase adsorbed on a PVDF membrane. 
 Indeed, a new peak located at 150.15 m/z appeared as a result of the enzymatic 
reaction. The peak corresponds to 5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI). As reported previously, 
DHI has been recognized as one of the products of the reaction between L-DOPA and 
tyrosinase.[171] CV and DPV experiments of DHI solutions showed oxidation processes 
taken place at potentials close to the one of L-DOPA (Fig.3.10).  
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Fig.3.10 a) Cyclic voltammetry and b) DPV of a solution of 1 mM DHI at a Pt microelectrode 
(rT = 12.5 μm, RG = 9-10). For CV: scan rate = 50 mV/s. For DPV: Estep = 4 mV, pulse 
amplitude = 10 mV, pulse time = 0.2 s, scan rate = 4 mV/s. 
As a result, it can be concluded that the SECM visualization of the tyrosinase 
enzymatic activity is due to the detection of DHI (and perhaps other electroactive 
species) as a product of the enzymatic reaction between tyrosinase and L-DOPA 
(Fig.3.11). Hence, the developed tyrosinase detection with L-DOPA is based on the 
sample generation-tip collection mode. 
 
Fig.3.11 Proposed principle of SECM detection of the enzymatic activity of adsorbed 
tyrosinase spots on PVDF membrane. “Ox” indicates the oxidized products from DHI at the 
microelectrode. 
3.2.4 SECM immunoassay of tyrosinase immobilized on PVDF membrane 
In order to verify that the detected enzymatic activity is due to the presence of 
tyrosinase, an immunoassay strategy has been applied to the tyrosinase spots 
immobilized on the PVDF membrane. Primary and HRP-modified secondary 
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antibodies were used to label the adsorbed tyrosinase and to enable its spatial detection 
based on the amperometric monitoring of the product TMBox of the enzymatic reaction 
between HRP and TMBred using the SECM sample generation-tip collection mode 
(Fig.3.12a).  
In the SECM image of the tyrosinase spot, the regions depicted with more negative 
current values correspond to the areas where tyrosinase is present (and the 
electrochemical reduction of TMBox at the microelectrode is possible), in contrast to the 
less negative current regions where no tyrosinase was present (Fig.3.12b). The 
inhomogeneous current observed in Fig.3.12b is due to a coffee ring effect during the 
spot deposition resulting in a higher tyrosinase coverage at the rim of the deposited spot. 
The main advantage of the immunoassay-based SECM strategy relies on the fact that 
the tyrosinase detection is based on a specific structural recognition event. As a result, 
tyrosinase distribution profiles in different samples can be obtained. 
 
Fig.3.12 a) Schematic representation of the immunoassay of tyrosinase adsorbed on PVDF 
membrane readout by SECM. b) SECM image of a tyrosinase spot over a PVDF membrane in 
commercial TMB solution. Experimental conditions: ET = –0.15 V, Pt microelectrode (rT = 
12.5 μm, RG = 9-10), step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 20 μm/s, d = 7 μm. 
Fig.3.13 displays the CV plot of the TMB solution in which two oxidation peaks 
refer to the two-electron transfer reaction of TMB. The TMB oxidation peaks can be 
observed at potentials around 0.15 V and 0.35 V when using the Pt microelectrode, 
while the reduction takes place at around 0.25 V and 0.1 V.[172,173] 
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Fig.3.13 Cyclic voltammetry of a solution of TMBred at a Pt microelectrode (rT = 12.5 μm, RG 
= 9-10) with a Ag wire as QRE and a Pt wire as counter electrode. Scan rate = 50 mV/s. 
3.2.5 SECM of μCP banana on PVDF membrane 
For the analysis of the presence and enzymatic activity of tyrosinase in a μCP 
banana sample, a tyrosinase spot was deposited next to the printed banana sample as a 
control pattern. The sample was then examined in the following order: simultaneous 
application of the L-DOPA-based tyrosinase activity and oxygen reduction methods 
during forward and reverse scans, respectively, followed by the SECM readout of the 
tyrosinase immunoassay (Fig.3.14). All SECM images are in good agreement with the 
obtained optical microscopic image of the studied sample in terms of the shape and 
position of the tyrosinase spot (Fig.3.14a). However, different features can be 
recognized on each of the performed SECM experiments of the μCP banana, which can 
be expected from such complex biological sample. For instance, certain areas depict a 
low tyrosinase content and activity (between x = 0 – 500 μm, y = 0 – 200 μm, Fig.3.14c 
and d respectively), but that otherwise in the oxygen method image represent a protein-
bound membrane region (Fig.3.14b). The latter can be explained by the fact that not 
only adsorbed proteins, but also other solid materials probably adsorbed and blocked 
the PVDF membrane pores. However, all SECM images show the localization and 
activity of tyrosinase over the region between x = 0 – 500 μm and y = 400 – 600 μm. 
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Fig.3.14 a) Optical microscopic and (b-d) constant height SECM images of an adsorbed 
tyrosinase spot next to a micro-contact printed banana over a PVDF membrane. SECM images 
were obtained by b) oxygen reduction method, c) immunoassay strategy and d) tyrosinase 
activity assay. The experimental conditions for (b) and (d) are the same as previously mentioned, 
while for (c): [TMBred commercial solution] = 10% v/v. ET = –0.15 V, Pt microelectrode (rT = 
12.5 μm, RG = 9-10), step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s, d = 7 μm. 
It is important to notice that the distribution of tyrosinase inside the banana peel is 
not homogeneous and it is mainly located in certain structures of the peel. Interestingly, 
in Fig.3.14c and d, SECM images display that there is more tyrosinase in the outer part 
of the peel than in the inner part.  
3.3 Conclusions 
In the present chapter, three different SECM approaches for protein detection on 
PVDF membranes have been implemented. First, the oxygen reduction method allows 
for an indirect SECM detection of adsorbed proteins based on the different oxygen 
concentration inside the PVDF membrane pores, as a consequence of the induced local 
changes on the membrane hydrophobicity. The main advantage of this concept is that 
adsorbed protein spots on PVDF membrane can be imaged indirectly without any 
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protein labeling procedure or by using redox mediators. 
Furthermore, the detection of tyrosinase enzymatic activity was also developed 
and its principle of detection was examined and confirmed through DPV and MS 
analysis. Finally, the specific recognition of tyrosinase spots was possible via the SECM 
readout of an immunoassay strategy. Thus, tyrosinase spots and μCP banana deposited 
on PVDF membranes were consecutively studied using the three proposed SECM 
strategies. As a result, a clear and straightforward interpretation of the localization and 
activity of tyrosinase inside the banana peels was achieved. Besides banana, other 
biological samples that contain proteins can be μCP on PVDF membranes and similarly 
analyzed by SECM. It can be envisaged that SECM studies of immobilized tyrosinase 
on PVDF membrane can be used to understand the influence of different factors on the 
binding process between tyrosinase and autoimmune antibodies typically generated in 
Vitiligo patients and which are known to be the responsible for the propagation of this 
disease. The same strategy presented here can be applied then to study the influence of 
different parameters, such as temperature, oxygen concentration and presence of 
tyrosinase inhibitors on the kinetics of fruit ripening. Furthermore, the clear 
understanding of the results obtained with such complex sample demonstrates that 
SECM provides all the tools required for performing a detailed characterization of 
biological surface processes, even by applying consecutive and compatible 
electrochemical strategies. Thus, SECM can be further employed as a powerful tool for 
disease diagnostics and molecular screening through electrochemical readout. In the 
following chapters, more investigation about tyrosinase and melanoma will be 
presented. 
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4 Monitoring tyrosinase expression in non-
metastatic and metastatic melanoma tissues by 
SECM 
Adapted from: Tzu-En Lin, Alexandra Bondarenko, Andreas Lesch, Horst Pick, Fernando 
Cortés-Salazar, Hubert H. Girault, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 3813 –3816. 
4.1 Introduction 
Electrochemical methods may represent a promising tool for the early identification 
of melanoma as they rely exclusively on the electrochemical detection of redox active 
species related to the presence of biomarkers. Thereby, they can overcome limitations 
such as optical interferences as seen frequently with conventional histochemistry-
related methods. SECM as a surface reactivity mapping tool with high spatial resolution 
and sensitivity has been used widely for studying living cell cultures and tissues, 
although only rarely applied for the latter.[54,174–176] For instance, the enzymatic activity 
and oxygen production/consumption in plant tissues and micro-tissues have been 
monitored.[17,18,177–179] SECM has also been applied to study the molecular transport 
through skin samples.[157,180] The lateral dimensions of tissue samples can approach 
square centimeters and height differences can be in the critical domain of the SECM 
probe. Since the probe-sample interaction depends on the working distance d, the data 
interpretation from uneven samples can become cumbersome. A non-controlled d can 
lead to probe-sample crashes when scanning closely over a tissue leading to irreparable 
damages in the specimens and contamination of the sensing probe. The former is 
especially true when using microelectrodes enclosed in a hard-insulating glass body. 
In this chapter, a SECM method has been developed and applied for the precise 
mapping of the tyrosinase distribution in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue 
micro-arrays of skin biopsies taken from nine patients. According to the tyrosinase 
distribution pattern and its level of over-expression, different melanoma stages as well 
as normal tissues can be identified. The immunodetection strategy of tyrosinase, 
developed in the previous chapter (Fig.4.1a), was applied for the monitoring of 
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melanoma stages through the electrochemical detection of TMBox, which is the 
enzymatic reaction product between tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), H2O2 and 
HRP[11,136,181] Soft microelectrode probes capable of scanning delicate samples with 
topographic sample features in a gentle brushing-like contact mode at a constant d were 
employed (Fig.4.1b) and a conventional Pt microelectrode operated in contactless 
mode were employed (Fig.4.1c).[71]  
 
Fig.4.1 a) Schematic representation of the immunoassay based detection strategy to map the 
tyrosinase (TyR) distribution in tissue sections by using TMB as redox active species and a soft 
SECM probe. b) Photograph of a soft probe when scanning over a tissue micro-arrays. c) 
Schematic representation of the applied immunoassay strategy for the SECM sample 
generation/tip collection mode using the contactless SECM mode with a conventional 
microelectrode. The strategy is equal to the contact mode apart from the probe employed. 
4.2 Additional experimental details 
Tissue micro-arrays (TMAs) were obtained from Biomax (USA) and used for 
high-throughput screening of the biomarker tyrosinase among normal skin and different 
tumor samples obtained from different patients. The tumor samples had been taken out 
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from human body by a hollow needle with an inner diameter of about 1.5 mm. As noted 
by the product supplier, Biomax (USA), the tissue sections were extracted from the 
patients’ skin of arms, feet and chest wall. Different tissues removed from tumor cores 
were sealed in a paraffin block to form a precisely spaced array pattern. Fig.4.2a 
displays one tissue micro-array of sectioned skin biopsies of malignant melanoma and 
normal skin from three different patients and was used for the experiments shown in 
Fig.4.3a. Another TMA (Fig.4.2b) contained biopsies from another six different patients 
and was used for the experiments shown in Fig.4.3b-c.  
 
Fig.4.2 a) Tissue micro-array 1 (TMA 1) contained sectioned skin biopsies of malignant 
melanoma and normal skin from three different patients, and was used in Fig.4.3a. b) Tissue 
micro-array 2 (TMA 2) contained biopsies from another six different patients and was used in 
Fig.4.3b. N – normal skin, II melanoma progression stage II, III – melanoma progression stage 
III. 
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4.3 Results and discussions 
 
Fig.4.3 a) SECM line scans over TMAs in constant height mode using a conventional 
microelectrode (a) and in contact mode using a soft probe (b-c). Each tissue section was from 
a different patient. Left panels show the SECM data, right panels illustrate schematically both 
scanning modes. Experimental conditions in (a): WE = Pt ME, rT =12.5 μm, RG = 8-10, QRE 
= Ag wire, CE = Pt wire, E = –0.15 V, translation speed = 20 μm/s, d = 20 μm in respect to the 
microscope glass slide, delay of ADC time = 0.1 s. 50 μM TMB (commercial solution) and 25 
μM H2O2 in 10 mM citrate phosphate buffer (pH 5) was used as solution. Experimental 
conditions in (b-c): WE = soft carbon microelectrode, QRE = Ag wire, CE = Pt wire, ET = –
0.15 V, translation speed = 50 μm/s, hP = –50 μm, delay of ADC = 0.1 s. 50 μM TMB 
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(commercial) and 25 μM H2O2 mixture in 10 mM citrate phosphate buffer (pH 5) was used as 
solution. Illustration of tissue sections and scanning directions were added in (d) and (e), 
respectively.  
Various TMAs were scanned using a conventional Pt microelectrode and a soft 
carbon probe. The SECM sample generation-tip collection mode was applied based on 
the detection of TMBox as produced by the enzymatic reaction of the tyrosinase 
immunoassay. Fig.4.3 shows SECM line scans over skin biopsy sections from three 
different patients containing melanoma stages II (non-metastatic) and III (metastatic), 
and normal skin tissues. A conventional Pt microelectrode in constant height mode was 
employed by adjusting d to 20 μm in respect to the glass support of the TMA, but not 
to the tissue surface. This working distance is relatively large for SECM, but was 
required for translating the probe over the tissue sections that were generally higher 
than 10 μm (vide infra). The highest expression level of tyrosinase was observed in 
stage II tissue samples. A lower level of tyrosinase was found in normal skin where 
tyrosinase is produced at moderate levels by melanocytes located in the bottom layer 
of the epidermis. The line scan directions of the contact mode and contactless mode 
experiments on the TMAs are indicated in Fig.4.3d-e.  
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Fig.4.4 Topographic changes of stage II and stage III melanoma skin biopsies before and after 
hydration. a) Dry tissue section of stage II melanoma. b) Hydrated tissue section of (a). c) Dry 
tissue section of stage III melanoma. d) Hydrated tissue section of (c). 
As it can be seen in Fig.4.3a, over the stage III tissue section much lower currents 
than the baseline current (i.e. defined as the hindered diffusion current measured over 
the insulating glass substrate) were detected with the Pt microelectrode. The diffusion 
of the redox active species towards the microelectrode was significantly blocked due to 
a very small d over the relatively thick stage III tissue. This observation is supported by 
topographic measurements of the tissue samples recorded in hydrated state in the 
experimental solution (Fig.4.4). The average height difference between the dry stage II 
melanoma tissue and the glass surface was 8.7 μm (Fig.4.4a-b). However, after the 
tissue got hydrated, the average height was 18.3 μm, demonstrating an increase of the 
tissue thickness of more than 100 %. Similarly, the average height difference between 
the stage III melanoma dry tissue and glass surface was 10.1 μm (Fig.4.4c-d). After 
hydration, the height was 20.9 μm, indicating a stronger swelling and thus a more 
pronounced height. Hence, SECM scanning of tissue sections using the constant height 
mode faces two major limitations: i) the thickness between tissues can vary 
significantly and ii) each tissue swells in solution changing its thickness during the 
measurements.  
 
Fig.4.5 Optical micrograph of a micro-scratched tissue section after several repetitions of an 
SECM line scan using a conventional Pt ME enclosed in an insulating glass sheath. The ME 
was in contact with the tissue, not with the glass substrate. 
It can even be possible that the Pt microelectrode gets into mechanical contact with 
the tissue inducing micro-scratches or partially detaching tissue material (Fig.4.5). 
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Such an event does not only damage the sample, it also contaminates the Pt disk and 
usually resulting in an electrode cleaning and polishing procedure outside from the 
electrochemical cell. In order to overcome these obstacles for constant height mode 
scanning, tissues would have to be immersed in the experimental solution for a 
prolonged amount of time prior to the SECM experiments until the swelling process is 
settled. However, different tissue sections will still vary in their heights allowing only 
an individual investigation in contact-less mode by adjusting d subsequently over each 
section (Fig.4.6). The experimental time would increase substantially and the stability 
of the immunoassay as well as the experimental solution and cleanness of Pt 
microelectrode surface could hinder long term tissue screening measurements.  
 
Fig.4.6 Constant height mode SECM image of stage II (a) and stage III (b) melanoma tissues. 
Experimental conditions: WE = Pt, rT =12.5 μm, RG = 8-10, QRE = Ag wire, CE = Pt wire, E 
= –0.15 V, translation speed = 20 μm/s, d = 20 μm, delay of ADC time = 0.1 s. 50 μM TMB 
(commercial) and 25 μM H2O2 mixture in 10 mM citrate phosphate buffer (pH 5) was used as 
solution. 
To overcome these drawbacks, soft stylus probes were employed for the contact 
mode scanning of biopsies from another six patients (Fig.4.3b-c). In addition, all six 
tissue sections and the obtained data demonstrate the reproducibility of the SECM 
approach among samples from different persons. The different tyrosinase levels, i.e. 
stage II > normal skin, were identified with a high certainty and sensitivity. Stage III 
melanoma shows a slightly lower tyrosinase content over the entire tissue section than 
stage II. It has been reported previously that the tyrosinase distribution in stage III 
melanoma is heterogeneous and in consequence single SECM line scans are not 
representative.[181] It is worth mentioning that the tissue sections were not damaged 
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during the contact mode scanning thanks to the weak forces exerted by the soft probe 
onto the sample (Fig.4.7).[70–72] The blue color in Fig.4.7 originated from TMBox 
precipitated on the tissue sections after long term exposure to the assay and allows an 
optical analysis of the samples. In fact, the location of the precipitation of TMBox 
showed a strong correlation with the tyrosinase distribution, which is in good agreement 
with line scan results in Fig.4.3b. However, the original color of the stage III melanoma 
tissue section was dark brown as a result of the presence of melanin, which can still be 
seen in the tissue section after TMB exposure (Fig.4.7, middle). Therefore, the color 
related to TMBox is strongly interfered by the original color of the tissue.  
 
Fig.4.7 Photograph of a TMA containing stage II and stage III melanoma as well as normal 
skin after the line scan experiments shown in Fig.4.3b. White line as guide to the eye for the 
normal skin sample. 
SECM images of normal skin, melanoma stages II and III sections were recorded 
and compared with tissues examined by the conventional immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
method (Fig.4.8). The SECM image in Fig.4.8a clearly indicates the homogeneous 
over-expression of tyrosinase in stage II and the heterogeneous distribution in stage III 
melanoma. This is in a good agreement with the results obtained from the contactless 
SECM image in Fig.4.8. The changes of tyrosinase concentration and distribution 
pattern in different stages of melanoma may result from complexed mechanisms of 
tumor progression. Tumors tend to develop different mechanisms of immuno-
suppression to prevent from being destroyed by the immune system.[182,183] Shedding 
or mutation of the tumor antigens is one of the strategies that facilitate tumor escape 
from the immune system, leading to tumor proliferation and metastasis. As a tumor 
associated antigen, tyrosinase is recognized by the immune system and thus a gradual 
loss of tyrosinase could be of benefit for tumor escape. As a consequence, the tyrosinase 
distribution is heterogeneous and slightly decreased in stage III melanoma in 
accordance to our presented data. In normal skin tissue, the tyrosinase content increased 
slightly towards the basal epidermis where normal melanocytes are located. This 
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polarity of the tyrosinase distribution as observed is in agreement with reports in 
literature.[181] Because other tyrosinase distribution patterns than the one shown are 
known to be a sign for different tyrosinase -related dermal diseases the presented SECM 
approach could provide further screening applications. 
 
Fig.4.8 a) Contact mode SECM image of stage II and stage III melanoma and normal skin 
tissues after immuno-staining of tyrosinase. The experimental conditions were the same as in 
Fig.4.3b. b-d) Optical images of tissues performed by IHC. Similar, but different tissue samples 
were used in (a) and (b-d), respectively. tyrosinase was stained in pink. e) Average currents of 
normal skin, stage II and stage III melanomas. Nine current values were extracted and averaged 
from each tissue section. f) 2D plot of all line scans of the SECM image in Fig.4.8a.  
Conventional IHC was performed for comparison with the SECM strategy. In IHC, 
tyrosinase was labeled with a specific pink chromogen and then observed under an 
optical microscope. Fig.4.8b shows the homogeneous tyrosinase distribution pattern 
while Fig.4.8d shows the tyrosinase located along the basal layer of the epidermis. Both 
figures confirm the reliability of the SECM strategy. However, stage III melanoma in 
Fig.4.8c contains more melanin and thus its detection is strongly interfered by the dark 
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brown color. In contrast, the electrochemical detection of tyrosinase by SECM is not 
affected by colored background samples (Fig.4.8a). 
The importance of mapping the local tyrosinase distribution becomes apparent 
when averaging the currents from nine representative locations in each tissue section 
reflecting the global tyrosinase concentration (Fig.4.8f). The currents were extracted 
every 0.5 mm in x direction and every 0.4 mm in y direction. In the column plot in 
Fig.4.8g, Stage II melanoma shows the highest average current, followed by normal 
skin and stage III melanoma. Hence, the lower currents of stage III melanoma could be 
interpreted wrongly as normal skin. However, as can be seen from the SECM image 
and its 2D plot (Fig.4.8e) the lower average current of stage III is a result of the 
heterogeneous tyrosinase distribution. Locally, the SECM currents were higher than 
over stage II. SECM imaging visualizes the abnormal distribution of the tyrosinase (not 
in the basal layer of epidermis) and confirms the correct identification of stage III 
melanoma tissue samples. This shows the limitation of traditional sensors that only 
measure the global concentration of a certain biomarker, while demonstrating the 
advantage of the spatial resolution. The discrimination between stage II and stage III 
melanoma is of high relevance because it will drastically influence the medical 
treatment choice in terms of chemotherapy, immunotherapy or tyrosinase DNA vaccine 
therapy.[184]  
The specificity of the tyrosinase immunoassay was confirmed by applying the 
protocol without primary antibodies (Abs) showing insignificant influence from non-
specific binding. Fig.4.9 shows an SECM image of tissue sections without employing 
the preparation step of adding primary antibodies but the sample was treated with the 
same immunoassay in the absence of primary Abs. The recorded current values were 
significantly smaller and the current over the three tissues showed nearly the same level. 
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Fig.4.9 SECM image in contact mode of stage II, and stage III melanoma tissue, and normal 
skin sections without applying the primary antibody. Experimental conditions were the same 
as in Fig.4.3b. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, SECM on skin biopsies from different melanoma patients allowed 
the accurate monitoring of the tyrosinase expression and distribution in distinct 
melanoma stages. An immunoassay was employed to distinguish melanoma stages II 
and III by using soft SECM probes for gentle contact mode brushing of the delicate 
tissue samples. The transformation from a homogeneous tyrosinase distribution in stage 
II to a heterogeneous one in stage III was clearly visualized. In comparison with 
conventional IHC, the SECM concept is not limited by the presence of optically 
interfering species, such as melanin. Hence, the SECM mapping of tyrosinase might be 
implemented directly or as complementary prognostic technique for diagnosing 
metastatic and non-metastatic melanoma stages. This work was the first soft probe 
SECM approach on thin human tissue sections and was the basis for further 
developments on the SECM contact mode scanning of various thin and especially thick 
animal and human tissues for diagnostics in the following chapters. 
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5 From tissues to organs: soft electrochemical 
probes for scanning human and animal tissues 
5.1 Introduction 
The visualization of diagnostics biomarkers inside tissue sections plays an important 
role in medical diagnosis, such as melanoma, Alzheimer disease and rheumatoid 
arthritis.[185–189] In order to understand the complex disease progression processes, the 
integration of information obtained from biomarkers on the tissue-level is crucial for 
the study of biological systems.[79,189] One prevalent strategy for the study of cutaneous 
diseases, such as skin cancer, is skin biopsy. In this technique, a small piece of the skin 
is taken out invasively from a suspicious area on the skin possibly related to cancer, 
sectioned into thin layers (~5-20 μm) and deposited onto glass slides for pathologists 
to perform a microscopic analysis using visual inspection.[190,191] The main reasons of 
using flat slices from a technical point of view (i.e., resolution) include ensuring precise 
focusing, avoiding strong scattering from irregular surfaces and enabling enough 
penetration of light sources throughout the entire tissue.[192] In addition, the skin biopsy 
also allows performing immunohistochemistry on the sections obtained from different 
depths of skin. From the data interpretation point of view, it is often important to extract 
information also in the third dimension and thus inside the thick tissue. Therefore, a 
statistically relevant number of thin tissue sections (e.g. 5-20 μm thick and separated 
by several tens of μm) often needs to be analyzed, which can be followed by a 
computationally-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction of the digitized data.[193] 
The analysis of thick tissue sections (i.e., tissues with thickness around 1-3 mm) is 
very interesting since it allows histological examinations of disease states on relatively 
intact tissue where the cellular architecture is not damaged.[194] Obtaining information 
from thick tissues prior to slicing or even before biopsy is attractive, for instance to 
perform a rapid preliminary study either on the tissue surface. In fact, thick tissue 
sections possess often similar textures and properties as the original tissue just obtained 
from the live animal body. Hence, thick tissue sections can represent ideal samples to 
identify and develop promising measurement techniques that are transferable from the 
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sectioned thin tissue slices towards in vivo experiments while keeping the required 
sensitivity and selectivity. Moreover, ultrathin tissue sectioning process for preparing 
thin tissue slices may induce some artifacts in histopathology test under optical methods. 
This may lead to misinterpretations in tissue diagnosis.[195] The study of thick tissue 
samples may also facilitate the determination of tumor margins in space, even on tissues 
with irregular topology, as no further tissue sectioning is necessary for analysis. 
However, thick tissue sections (i.e., tissues with thickness around 1-3 mm) or tissues 
with rugged surface are difficult to be observed under an optical microscope because 
the microscopic images can be blurred or out of focus. Thus, developing better 
strategies for investigating thick tissues is an important issue.  
In previous chapters, Soft-Probe-SECM has been introduced for melanoma tissue 
section scanning. The tissues were swelling but were still relatively flat. Thick tissues 
(thickness in the range of millimeters instead of micrometers) are generally rougher, 
more elastic and of irregular shape. Furthermore, thick tissue samples are larger 
(square centimeters instead of square millimeters), which results in long imaging 
times causing electrode fouling, sample aging, electrolyte decomposition and 
electrolyte evaporation. Several strategies were proposed to solve these 
problems.[196,197] The first one is to increase the translation rate and the step size 
higher than 25 μm of the probe (the latter in case of a stop and go movement) to 
reduce the imaging time.[46] However, SECM signals rely on diffusion control with 
a time constant given as ?rT2/D where rT is the radius of the metallic disk of a 
microelectrode (generally between 5 and 12.5 μm) and D the diffusion coefficient 
(typically around 10-5 cm2·s–1). This is generally fulfilled with slow probe translation 
rates (μm·s–1) but results in imaging times that last longer than 24 h for square 
centimeter sized areas. Generally, larger step sizes lower the resolution and 
interferences from convection become non-negligible under fast scan rates.[42] A 
high-speed electrochemical imaging approach, which are principally also applicable 
to SECM, has recently been reported by Unwin and co-workers.[198–200] A spiral scan 
pattern was implemented instead of applying the typical raster routine to enhance 
reliable probe translation rates using piezoelectric positioners. Furthermore, 
nanoprobes that are characterized by fast mass transport rates and the use of current 
amplifiers with high bandwidths enabled high resolution scanning of 1000 
pixels/μm2 with scan rates above 100 μm/s.[198] Another solution to the electrolyte 
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evaporation and electrode fouling is to image sub-regions of a large sample area with 
intermediate renewal of supporting electrolyte.[201] The third strategy is to use 
multiple electrodes to image large areas using the slow translation rates but 
decreasing the imaging time by a factor equal to the number of integrated 
probes.[71,202,203] This has the advantage that standard SECM instrumentation can be 
used. The electrode arrays can be made for instance of rigid Pt[204,205] or soft carbon 
MEs.[71,72] The Pt MEs were conventional SECM glass encapsulated SECM probes 
that were placed into curved holders by magnetic forces allowing them to slide in 
contact mode with substrates of significant topography. However, such strategy is 
not suitable for biological samples, because the pressures exerted by the probes are 
too high. In contrast, the soft linear array probes are made in soft and bendable 
polymeric materials enabling gentle contact mode scanning over delicate samples. 
Recently, eight individually addressable microelectrodes have been integrated into 
standard soft probe arrays to reduce experimental times roughly by a factor of eight. 
Nevertheless, hitherto the individual array microelectrodes were embedded in one 
polymer sheet, which followed topographical obstacles as a single unit. Therefore, 
all microelectrodes were affected by major topographic features perpendicular to the 
probe width and about the size of the microelectrodes.  
In this chapter, a soft probe array with eight completely independent, parallel 
microelectrodes is introduced for large area tissue scanning and the investigation of 
thick tissues (Fig.5.1a). With eight thin MEs brushing over the surface like a comb 
or sitting on a sample like a spider, this “Spider Probe” can be applied to scan samples 
of square centimeter sized areas on reasonable time scales avoiding sample aging and 
electrode fouling as the standard soft arrays can do, but with a higher resolution to 
surface roughness adapting to topographic changes up to the millimeter scale 
(Fig.5.1b). Herein, the successful SECM imaging of i) certain biomarkers, such as 
S100 proteins and tyrosinase, adapting immunoassay strategies on thick tumor block 
sections is presented and discussed while ii) tracking hemoglobin (Hb) in blood 
vessels in mouse heart section. Fig.5.1c demonstrates the capability of spider probe 
scanning on a glass substrate with a thickness of 1 mm which clearly affects the 
traditional soft linear array (Fig.5.1d). 
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Fig.5.1 a) Schematic representations of the “spider probe” concept (a) and previous design of 
the soft linear microelectrode array (b) scanning over a 3D sample with significant topographic 
features. c) Photographs of a” spider probe” array (c) and the conventional soft linear array (d) 
sliding over a 1 mm thick Au coated glass slide placed on a Si wafer. 
5.2 Additional experimental details of soft probe 
fabrication 
All the single microelectrode soft stylus probes used herein were prepared based 
on the standard procedure introduced previously in Chapter 1. In order to scan thick 
tissue samples with rough surfaces by Soft-Probe-SECM, the tip of the soft probe was 
cut with a Spirit 1040-4-SHG laser with μFAB Workstation (Spectra Physics – 
Newport) into a stair case shape providing a small probe-sample contact area for high 
spatial resolution imaging and maintaining the stable scanning properties of the probe 
when it is pressed against the sample while brushing over it (Fig.5.2). 
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Fig.5.2 Photographs of the soft probe. The width of the probe is around 100 μm. 
All soft microelectrode arrays were fabricated using standard procedure 
introduced previously in Chapter 1, as well. Briefly, either one or eight microchannels 
were prepared by UV-photoablation (193 nm ArF excimer laser, OPTEC LSV3) in 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET, Goodfellow) sheets of 125 μm thickness (Fig.5.3). 
The midpoint distance of the microchannels in an array was 500 μm and the width and 
depth of the channels were 25 μm and 15 μm, respectively. The microchannels were 
filled with an Electrador carbon ink (Electra Polymer and Chemicals) and after curing 
at 80°C the conductive traces were coated with a Parylene C layer of 2 μm thickness 
using a Comelec C-30-S Parylene deposition system. The standard linear array of eight 
microelectrodes was used as a block. The new spider probe was made from such a 
standard soft linear array by shaping the microelectrodes into “legs” of defined length 
(1.5 cm) using a Spirit 1040-4-SHG laser with μFAB Workstation (Spectra Physics – 
Newport). The cross-section of all probes and hence the sickle-shaped active 
microelectrode areas of (155.2 ± 18.1) μm2 size were exposed by razor blade cutting. 
The width of the individual microelectrode was adjustable between 150 and 300 μm. 
Generally, a compromise was found between resolution and scanning stability (vide 
infra). 
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Fig.5.3 Spider probe array fabrication starting from a standard soft linear array probe with eight 
microelectrodes: a) UV laser ablation to separate all eight microelectrodes equally over a 
controllable length. The width of the legs and hence the material removed in-between the 
individual microelectrodes can be set in the laser ablation equipment. b) Photograph of the soft 
linear array prior to transformation into the spider probe. 
5.3 Results and discussions 
5.3.1 Spider probe characterization 
The spider probe was electrochemically characterized using first cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) in bulk solution. In Fig.5.4a, the CVs of the eight microelectrodes 
showed typical sigmoidal shapes with a diffusion-controlled steady-state current for the 
electrochemical oxidation of FcMeOH. Slightly different current values were recorded 
for each microelectrode due to minor variations of the active microelectrode areas as a 
result of the laser fabrication process, microchannel filling and cutting procedures. The 
reproducibility of the probe placement and sliding on the substrate was verified by 
performing feedback mode approach curves on a glass slide and repeating them two 
times under identical experimental conditions with probe width of 150 μm (Fig.5.4b-
d). The zero position of the z-axis is the relative vertical starting point of the probe 
movement and the positive direction was set down towards the substrate surface. While 
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approaching the insulating glass surface the diffusion of the redox mediator got 
increasingly blocked by the sample leading to a clear decrease in the recorded 
microelectrode current. At certain points, each individual microelectrode of the spider 
probe got in mechanical contact with the substrate and started to slide on the glass. The 
thin spider legs bended slightly differently in solution and possibly had slight various 
dimensions and shapes resulting both in differences in the absolute working distance 
and contribution of the diffusion from the solution bulk for each microelectrode. 
Consequently, the contact point of each microelectrode with the substrate in the overall 
approach curve plot varied up to 250 μm depending on the bending of each probe and 
how accurately the probe was mounted in the holder. Apparently, this effect can cause 
lateral offsets between the microelectrodes parallel and perpendicular to the scanning 
direction during contact mode line scans, which need to be calibrated for SECM 
imaging. Furthermore, the areas scanned by each microelectrode might need to be 
enlarged (i.e. larger area for each microelectrode than theoretically required) to 
guarantee a complete rastering of the entire sample area under study even if two 
adjacent microelectrodes are spread away from each other (vide infra). Double scanned 
areas can be easily organized using digital data processing software. Once a 
microelectrode made contact with the substrate during an approach curve the currents 
stayed constant as expected for soft probes. In order to level the current responses of 
the approach curve experiment, a calibration routine was applied that was slightly 
modified from procedures previously introduced.[41,70,71] From all measured currents iT,k 
for each ME k at each measurement point the quantity iT,off,k was subtracted (iT,off,k 
equals the recorded negative feedback (NF) current iT,nf,k of the according 
microelectrode in contact mode, i.e., hP < 0 μm) to give the quantity i´T,k, which 
becomes zero for negative feedback.  
iT,offs,k = iT,nf,k (hp < 0) (Equation 5.1) 
kkk iii offs,T,T,T, ???  (Equation 5.2) 
Subsequently, i´T,k was normalized by the nf-offset corrected steady-state bulk current 
i´T,∞,k.   
 
kkk iii offs,T,,T,,T, ??? ??   (Equation 5.3) 
 The normalized currents were finally i´T,k / i´T,∞,k                 (Equation 5.4) 
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Fig.5.4 a) CVs of the eight microelectrodes within a spider probe in bulk solution. Scan rate 10 
mV/s. b)-d) Three repetitive normalized approach curves of the spider probe over a glass 
surface. The vertical axis is relative to the start position of the z-motor. Experimental conditions: 
RE = Ag, CE = Pt, 2 mM FcMeOH in phosphate buffer, pH 6, step size 1 μm, translation speed 
2 μm/s. The electrode numbers are indicated in the figures. 
The dimensions of the microelectrodes in the spider probe were optimized by 
using different parameters of probe length (i.e. spider “legs”), thickness of PET and 
probe width (Fig.5.5c). The optimized length of spider legs, thickness and width was 
1.5 cm, 125 μm and 150 μm, respectively. Compared with probes made of PET with 
thickness of 100 μm, the thicker PET (125 μm) provided better stability (less flexible 
and thus pressing a bit stronger onto the substrate) during operation. The width of the 
probe can be adjusted according to the sample roughness. However, thinner probes are 
less affected by sample topography, but less stable during scanning due to pronounced 
bending. In order to analyze the influence of the probe length, an inkjet printed fully 
insulating UV curable dielectric cuboid with 35 μm thickness was used to analyze the 
probe scanning characteristics (Fig.5.5a). Fig.5.5b shows the SECM image with a 
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spider probe with 0.5 cm short legs. It can be seen clearly that all legs were perturbed 
when scanned over the cuboid. At the position of y = 2-4 mm, the microelectrodes lose 
contact with the substrate. This is due to the bending of one leg caused also a bending 
of the other seven legs resulting in this specific case in a retraction of various 
microelectrodes from the substrate surface. Fig.5.5d displays the SECM image of the 
same cuboid structure using a spider probe with a leg length of 1.5 cm. The recorded 
currents over the 3D object and PET substrate show constant working distances over 
almost the entire sample as indicated by similar currents recorded from separate 
microelectrodes over the insulating PET and printed pattern. However, an edge effect 
can be identified (at y = 0.8-1.2 μm) where one leg twisted just slightly when being 
translated over the 35 μm high edge increasing and decreasing the working distance. 
This is indicated by current values that are higher (yellow color) and lower (darker 
violet), respectively, than the typical negative feedback current on the insulators. Spider 
probes with other length of legs were also tested. In general, when the spider legs were 
too short (i.e., < 1.5 cm) the main PET probe body transferred the bending motion from 
one individual leg to all other seven. Hence, the legs were not acting individually. On 
the contrary, when the legs were too long (i.e., > 2 cm, data not shown) they responded 
indeed independently to topographic sample features but became very unstable in their 
scanning performance due to an exaggerated flexibility. 
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Fig.5.5 a) Schematic representation of the polymer cuboid used for the optimization of probe 
dimensions. b) Feedback mode SECM image of the 3D sample using an array with 0.5 cm short 
spider legs. The 3D obstacle and hence the topographic artifact of 35 μm height ranged from y 
= 0-1.8 mm. c) Schematic representation of two MEs in a soft spider array. d) SECM image 
scanned with an optimized spider probe with a leg length of 1.5 cm. Experimental conditions: 
2 mM FcMeOH and 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH = 6.0. ET = 0.4 V, hP = –50 μm, step size = 
25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. i’T,cal,k is the current after correction. Detail parameters will 
be displayed in “Additional information for normalization of the SECM images”. 
The spider probe was tested on a more complex artificial 3D sample made of 
conductive, inkjet printed carbon nanotube (CNT) patterns and insulation layers with 
significant topography, i.e., up to ~40 μm, on flexible and thin polyimide (PI) sheets 
(Fig.5.6a-b). CNT patterns were covering partially the PI as well as as the insulation 
layers forming a sample of various heights with different conductivity. The height of 
the insulation was doubled by printing twice the required number of layers. The CNT 
coverage and conductivity on the insulation pattern was homogeneous whereas it was 
heterogeneous on polyimide due to the drying behavior of the printed CNT ink forming 
islands of higher and lower CNT coverage, respectively. This can be seen by the darker 
and brighter spots in the CNT patterns. As expected, lower CNT coverage results in 
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lower conductivity. The topography of the sample was measured with a mechanical 
profilometer (Fig.5.6e-f). The directions of the performed scans were chosen 
perpendicular to the inkjet printing direction and are shown as two black arrows labeled 
as scan 1 and scan 2 in Fig.5.6b. Due to the nature of inkjet printing and simultaneous 
UV photo-polymerization curved cross-sections of the patterns were obtained. Two 
printed insulation layers resulted in a height of 15 μm and 4 printed insulation layers 
were as high as 40 μm. Please note, that the printing parameters were different for the 
first and consequently printed layers resulting in a non-linear height increase with the 
number of printed layers. The base line appears slightly curved due to the flexibility of 
the thin plastic substrate. 
SECM feedback mode imaging was performed on this inkjet printed 3D 
sample using both the standard soft linear array of microelectrodes and the spider probe 
(Fig.5.6c-d). Generally, the higher currents resulted from positive feedback were 
observed on the CNT patterns. The homogeneous CNT coverage on the insulation 
patterns and the heterogeneous coverage on the PI were clearly revealed in the SECM 
image. As expected, the linear array as an entire unit was sensitive to the sample 
topography. The lifting of several microelectrodes off the surface with a significantly 
increased dk is schematically shown for one exemplary x-position (white dashed line in 
Fig.5.6c). Apart from one microelectrode that was in contact with the sample all other 
microelectrodes lost the close contact to the substrate causing topography related 
artifacts in the current signal. In contrast, the microelectrodes of the spider probe acted 
individually with a constant dk and generated a clear feedback mode image (Fig.5.6d). 
The measured currents were first calibrated to i´T,k = 0 and then multiplied by a scale 
factor sk to set the positive feedback currents to unity. In addition, positional offsets of 
the individual microelectrodes in x and y-direction were adjusted (details see
 Additional information for normalization of the SECM images). The calibration 
of microelectrode variances in SECM feedback mode images on insulating and 
conducive substrates in Fig.5.6c-d is described in the following: 
a) Calibration of the current values 
i´T,max,k – current for diffusion controlled redox mediator regeneration iT,max,k after 
applying Equation 5.5: 
kkk iii offs,T,max,T,max,T, ???   (Equation 5.4) 
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sk – scale factor to set current for diffusion controlled redox mediator regeneration to 
unity:  
k
k i
s
max,T,
1
??   (Equation 5.6) 
? ? kkk
k
k sii
i
i ????
?
offs,T,T,
max,T,
T,
  (Equation 5.7) 
 
b) Calibration of positional offsets 
kkk
kkk
yyy
xxx
offs,
offs,
???
???
  (Equation 5.8 & 5.9) 
 
The characterization of spider probe demonstrates its capability and thus can be further 
used on scanning of biological samples such as thick melanoma tumor sections. 
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Fig.5.6 a) Microscopic image of the inkjet printed 3D sample containing CNT (dark-grayish) 
and transparent dielectric patterns on a PI sheet. b) Schematic representation of inkjet printed 
3D sample containing conductive CNT (grey) and insulating polymer patterns (white). c) 
Feedback mode SECM image of the 3D sample using a conventional array. The left panels in 
(c) are schematic representations of the probes and sample at an exemplary x-coordinate 
(dashed white lines). Experimental conditions: 2 mM FcMeOH and 10 mM phosphate buffer, 
pH = 6.0. ET = 0.4 V, hP = –50 μm, step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. d) SECM 
image of the 3D sample scanned by a spider probe. The left panels in (d) are schematic 
representations of the probes and sample at an exemplary x-coordinate (dashed white lines). 
Experimental conditions: 2 mM FcMeOH, H2O2 1 mM and 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6. hP 
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= –300 μm, ET = –0.2 V vs Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. The 
topography of this sample was scanned with a mechanical profilometer. e) and f) correspond to 
the two scan directions shown in (b). Parameters for current calibration is in “Additional 
information for normalization of the SECM images”.  
5.3.2 Soft single probe on thick melanoma tissues 
The concept of Soft-Probe-SECM of thick melanoma tissue scanning was first 
verified by single soft probe. Two SECM detection strategies were applied. First, as 
shown in Fig.5.7a, an immunoassay strategy was employed for the specific SECM 
imaging of certain biomarkers in thick melanoma tissues in contact mode. The 
primary antibody and the secondary antibody labeled with horse radish peroxidase 
(HRP) were applied to detect the biomarkers tyrosinase and S100 protein. HRP 
catalyzes the oxidation of FcMeOH to FcMeOH+ in the presence of H2O2.[206] When 
applying a reduction potential of –0.2 V, the FcMeOH+ produced by HRP can be 
collected at the microelectrode, causing an increment in current signals over areas 
with significant biomarker concentration. Therefore, the SECM SG/TC mode was 
used. Second, as shown in Fig.5.7b, the detection of redox active proteins, which 
play an important role in biological functions, can be achieved using the SECM 
feedback mode. Here, hemoglobin (Hb) was detected. Hemoglobin present in blood 
is an iron containing protein functioning as oxygen transport protein.[207–209] 
Hemoglobin has excellent electron transfer ability and thus can be modified on the 
electrode or used as a catalyst.[210,211] This property allows the regeneration of redox 
mediators, leading to an increased current over the area when imaging with SECM. 
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Fig.5.7 a) Schematic representation of scanning the over-expressed area over the melanoma 
tissue using immunoassay in contact mode. b) Schematic representation of scanning redox 
active proteins. 
The skin biomechanics in thin tissue slides are different than thick tissue sections. 
The thin tissue slices are attached on glass and supported by the glass but the thick 
tissue sections are not. Thus, the higher elasticity and lower stiffness in thicker skin 
tissues may cause higher the uncertainty of topography change of the sample surface.[212] 
Therefore, scanning thick tissues using conventional SECM is almost impossible. 
 
Fig.5.8 Optical pictures of the Soft-Probe-SECM scanning with a) single soft microelectrode 
and b) spider probe on melanoma and normal skin thick tissue sections after imaging. 
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Fig.5.8 displays optical pictures of Soft-Probe-SECM on melanoma and normal 
skin thick tissue using a soft probe (Fig.5.8a) and spider probe after the electrodes 
brushing over it and making approach curves on it (Fig.5.8b). The specificity of the 
detection strategy was achieved by using first primary Abs followed by secondary 
Abs with HRP label. The delicate tissues remained intact and undamaged as no 
damages or scratches were identified on the tissues from a microscopic inspection 
after the SECM measurements. Generally, such tissue samples were several 
millimeters in thickness with a very versatile topography. In Fig.5.9a and d, the 
SECM maps of the distribution of the two immuno-labeled biomarkers S100 protein 
and tyrosinase inside the same tumor block were created. In both figures, the currents 
over melanoma tissues were higher, indicating the higher expression of the according 
biomarker. Unfortunately, the cancer stage was not identified by the tissue supplier, 
but based on the results from the previous chapter the melanoma tumor progression 
is probably below stage III due to its relative homogeneous tyrosinase distribution. 
Furthermore, thick tissue samples of different progression stages for comparison 
purposes were not available during the studies. The optical pictures of the samples 
after imaging are displayed in Fig.5.9b-c. In Fig.5.9c, a commercial solution 
contained the TMB which reacts with HRP labeled on the tissue at the locations 
where biomarkers presented before SECM experiment (details please see Chapter 4). 
The formation of light blue color appeared in the melanoma tissue indicated optically 
the presence of immune-labeled HRP due to the product of enzymatic reaction of 
TMB catalyzed by HRP in presence of H2O2, which is in good agreement with the 
SECM imaging results. Please note that the degree of natural pigmentation, and thus 
the color of the tissue, in melanoma of the same stage can be different. The brown 
spots in Fig.5.9c were mostly caused by melanin, which presence can lead to 
interference of the biomarker detection when using colorimetric assays. In addition, 
the lateral resolution of colorimetric assays based on color dyes such as TMB may 
suffer from the diffusion and therefore, the lateral information about the biomarker 
distribution may get partially lost. S100 protein and tyrosinase were both reported as 
biomarkers for melanoma diagnosis.[79,136] The expression of various melanoma 
biomarkers can be very different depending on the stages and different genetic 
mutations in patients.[79,90,135,213–223] In this case, tyrosinase over-expression level was 
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higher compared with the over-expression level of S100 protein (Fig.5.9a and d), 
and thus tyrosinase was chosen for further study.    
 
Fig.5.9 a) SECM image of S100 protein distribution using immunoassay. b) Photograph of the 
samples scanned in (a) after the experiment. The area scanned was labeled in the rectangular. 
c)TMB treated normal and melanoma tissue labeled with HRP. The area scanned in (d) is 
labeled as a rectangular. d) SECM image of tyrosinase distribution in normal tissue and 
melanoma using immunoassay. All tissues were in 2 mM FcMeOH, H2O2 1 mM and 10 mM 
phosphate buffer, pH 6. Experimental conditions: hP = –300 μm versus a plastic cover next to 
the tissues, ET = –0.2 V vs Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. 
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5.3.3 Thick melanoma tissue scanning by spider probe 
 
Fig.5.10 SECM SG/TC images of the tyrosinase distribution using a spider probe. a) 
Photograph of normal skin and melanoma after SECM scanning. b) SECM image. c) 
Photograph of a large melanoma sample containing fat and tumor parts recorded after SECM 
imaging.  d) SECM images. Experimental conditions: 2 mM FcMeOH, H2O2 1 mM and 10 
mM phosphate buffer, pH 6. hP = –300 μm, ET = –0.2 V vs Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, 
translation speed = 50 μm/s. tyrosinase was labeled with the immunoassay strategy. The areas 
scanned are indicated as black rectangles. Parameters for current calibration is in “Additional 
information for normalization of the SECM images”. 
Thick human skin tissues including one normal skin and two melanoma samples 
from three different people were analyzed by using a spider probe. These three samples 
were labeled with the tyrosinase-specific immunoassay and fixed in an electrolytic cell 
(Fig.5.10a and c). A frame made of plastic was placed on the tissues to fix the tissues 
and to provide a smooth surface for approach curves performed prior to each line scan. 
The positioning and movements of the eight spider legs were analyzed live with a 
microscope USB camera that was directed from the side through a transparent SECM 
cell. When the probe passed the gap between plastic cover and the tissue, each “leg” 
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flipped over the gap at slightly different times. This edge effect became obvious in 
SECM image for each ME. In Fig.5.10b, the tyrosinase overexpression in melanoma 
compared to normal skin is indicated by darker color in SECM images. The tyrosinase 
overexpressed part (dark color) represents the tumor cell distribution. The 
overexpressed part is heterogeneously distributed and thus not homogenous compared 
with the results obtained from Fig.5.9d. This is probably a result of the different tumor 
cell distribution patterns. The current value in Fig.5.10b and d were calibrated by the 
following equations: 
a) Calibration of the current values 
Previously, the latter step was performed for positive feedback (e.g. CNT deposited on 
plastic), which was not possible to observe on the tissue samples analyzed. In contrast, 
negative feedback is obtained on the plastic cover placed next to the tissues. The 
detailed parameter is listed in the Table 5.5 and Table 5.6.  
 
Calibrated currents iT,cal,k by applying iT,offs,k and sk: 
? ? kkkk siii ??? offs,T,T,cal,T,   (Equation 5.10) 
iT,offs,k – offset current to level the electrode responses for the microelectrode k. 
sk – scale factor to level the electrode responses for the microelectrode k: 
 
b) Calibration of positional offsets 
kkk
kkk
yyy
xxx
offs,
offs,
???
???
  (Equation 5.8 & 5.9) 
Another effect should be taken into consideration. When the spider probe 
“brushed” over the edges of different tissues, it may lose contact temporarily 
(depending on how much the soft probe is pressed against the substrate and how deep 
is the surface), and suspend in the bulk solution for a short time (Fig.5.11). Therefore, 
the edges of different materials in the SECM image may be of jagged shape or as bulk 
current. In general, if the probe is flipping off a sample or climbing up a sample about 
significant heights (e.g. several ten μm) the SECM image can locally be slightly 
compressed or expanded.[71] 
In Fig.5.10c and d, a single melanoma thick tumor tissue obtained from another 
patient was labeled with the tyrosinase-specific immunoassay with HRP label and 
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scanned with the spider probe. The sample was larger and contained a tumor part and a 
subcutaneous fat part composed of adipocytes. Indeed, the tumor part with high current 
signals was clearly identified. The absolute current value of the SECM image may 
slightly change due to the concentration of the accumulated FcMeOH+ in the solution 
produced by HRP. In fact, a higher background signal was observed over time that could 
be related to the increased concentration of FcMeOH+ in the solution bulk. Compared 
with the TMB substrate used in the previous chapters for SECM imaging, FcMeOH+ 
exhibited higher stability and less electrode passivation so it was chosen as the substrate 
in this chapter. 
 
Fig.5.11 Schematic representation of a soft probe microelectrode that scans over two thick 
samples of different shape and dimensions.  
5.3.4 Scanning an entire mouse heart section  
In addition to melanoma samples, the ability of entire mouse organ scanning 
with a spider probe was tested. The heart section was attached to a microscopic glass 
slide. The main components of a heart are various proteins that exist in cardio vascular 
muscles and blood vessels. Some of the proteins can be redox active, such as 
hemoglobin.[224,225] This could be used for electrochemical detection by the 
regeneration of a redox mediator typically used for SECM feedback mode imaging. In 
order to test the ability of certain relevant proteins to provide a redox mediator 
regeneration, Hb and BSA were deposited on a PVDF membrane and scanned by 
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SECM in feedback mode using FcMeOH as redox mediator. Hb is an iron containing 
protein with a porphyrin ring in the center. The heme-Fe(III/II) inside Hb may be in 
oxidation state II and the FcMeOH+ generated at the tip could be reduced back to 
FcMeOH causing an increased SECM current when a microelectrode is placed to a Hb 
spot (Fig.5.12a).[226] The E°for the FcMeOH/FcMeOH+ redox couple in PBS buffer, 
pH 7 is around 0.44 V vs. SHE (~0.241 V vs. Ag/AgCl),[227] and E° for heme-Fe(III/II) 
inside Hb is around –0.37 V vs. Ag/AgCl in blood, pH 7.[228] Thus, the reaction 
FcMeOH+ + heme-Fe(II) → FcMeOH + heme-Fe(III) is possible depending also on the 
reaction kinetics and stability of the reactants and products. As for another redox couple 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ in PBS buffer, pH 7, the standard redox potential is around 0.05 V vs. 
SHE (~-0.149 V vs. Ag/AgCl). Thus heme-Fe(II) can be oxidized to heme-Fe(III) in 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ redox mediator solution and won’t result in redox mediator regeneration. 
Fig.5.12 displays the SECM images of protein spots on PVDF membrane scanning in 
FcMeOH (Fig.5.12a) and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Fig.5.12b) containing electrolyte solutions. 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is a serum albumin protein and it is not a metalloprotein 
so the current signal is weaker over the BSA spot. In Fig.5.12b, the protein spots 
resulted both in very low feedback currents. This indicates that both proteins have less 
interaction with [Ru(NH3)6]3+. However, the clear mechanism is still unknown. 
 
Fig.5.12 SECM image of BSA and Hb protein spots (1 mg/mL) on PVDF membrane in a) 2 
mM FcMeOH and b) 2 mM of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ scanning by soft probe in contact mode. 
Experimental conditions: Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed 50 μm/s, E = 0.4 V for 
FcMeOH and -0.4 V for [Ru(NH3)6]3+. All the solutions contain phosphate buffer 50 mM, pH 
6.0. 
Fig.5.13a displays an optical microscopic picture of a slice of a mouse heart with 
a thickness of ~15 μm. This sample was imaged using Soft-Probe-SECM with a spider 
probe of eight microelectrdoes (Fig.5.13b). The sample area was larger than what the 
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soft array probe width can cover without causing double scanning of areas that were 
already scanned by seven out of the eight microelectrodes. Such distance in y-direction 
of an image is 4 mm considering the standard SECM array dimensions. If larger areas 
are to be scanned, the employed SECM setup enables to image a first image frame and 
then to place the array automatically 4 mm further to the adjacent next image 
frame.[41,71,202]. The current calibration procedures were the same as Fig.5.10. In 
Fig.5.10b, the micro-structure of the heart including blood vessels and interventricular 
septum are clearly revealed. The strong current signals come most likely from the 
presence of a broad range of redox active proteins so that their global distribution could 
be mapped electrochemically. The most possible source of the redox active proteins in 
heart is Hb which is mainly located in in the blood vessel area (yellowish color in 
Fig.5.10b). As discussed previously, imaging such a large area by using a traditional 
ME (e.g. Pt embedded in a glass insulator) is generally challenging, because the 
working distance could vary significantly due to the topography of the tissue section. 
Fig.5.10c shows a second section of the mouse heart scanned in Fig.5.10b imaged this 
time with a single soft probe. The current contrast between tissue and glass reveals the 
detailed microstructure of the heart such as the texture of the myocardium. If a single 
soft probe is used for imaging of the entire heart, the measurement procedure could take 
at about 8 times more than using the spider probe. Compared with the optical 
microscope images (Fig.5.10a), SECM imaging can be used for transparent samples 
like tissue slices or samples containing a color pigments. The porosity and permeability 
of the tissue is unknown. However, it can be assumed that the permeability and porosity 
between melanoma tissue and normal skin tissue are similar. This problem will be 
further investigated in the future. 
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Fig.5.13 a) Optical image of a mouse heart after SECM imaging. b) SECM image of a mouse 
heart scanned in contact mode by soft probe. c) The detail structure of a mouse heart. The heart 
is the same as (b) but the section is different. Experimental conditions: Imaging time ~ 4 hs, 2 
mM FcMeOH and phosphate buffer 10 mM, pH 6.0Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation 
speed 50 μm/s, E = 0.4 V. The current calibration method is the same as Fig. 5.12a. Details of 
parameters for calibration is listed in Table 5.7. 
5.4 Conclusion 
A soft spider probe composed of eight individual microelectrodes was 
fabricated through laser ablation followed by laser cutting. The length and the 
dimension of the spider legs were optimized thus the spider array can scan artificial 3D 
samples with relative large topographic features. These probes were successfully 
applied to image thick cancer tissues. Thanks to the weak forces exerted onto the sample 
surface and due to the bending properties of the soft spider probe, a constant working 
distance was easily achieved by contact mode scanning without inducing damages, 
neither to the tissues nor to the probes. Furthermore, a spider probe has been used for 
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imaging the redox active Hb proteins in the entire mouse heart section. The current over 
blood vessels are higher than over the myocardium part. This is possibly due to the 
strong signal from Hb. Finally, in the future, the spider probe will be tested on the alive 
animal such as mouse skin. The micro-environment of tissue surface can be 
manipulated by applying high voltages and the cancer cells can be killed due to the 
electronic proration. The long-term goal is to develop a cancer scanning/ treatment 
SECM.  
5.5 Additional information for normalization of the SECM 
images 
Table 5.1. Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.5b. 
Electrode 
no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
iT, off, k 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.5 -2 
sk 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
 
Table 5.2 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.5d 
Electrode 
no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
iT, off, k -1.5 0 -2 0 -2 0 0 0 
sk 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
 
Table 5.3 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.6c. 
Elect 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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rode 
no. k 
iT, off, k 4.20 4.50 3.65 4.20 3.70 4.30 9.00 3.20 
sk 0.45454 
0.7692
3 
1.0000
0 
0.6896
5 
1.100
00 
0.3636
3 
0.6000
0 
1.0000
0 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
 
Table 5.4 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.6d. 
Electro
de no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
iT, off, k 5.90 5.50 6.60 5.25 6.20 5.00 5.60 5.50 
sk 
0.3333
3 
0.1328
5 
0.3333
3 
0.1000
0 
0.1250
0 
0.3636
4 
0.2500
0 
0.8000
0 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
 
Table 5.5 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.10b 
Electrode 
no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
iT, off, k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sk 1.5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
 
Table 5.6 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.10d 
Electrode 
no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
iT, off, k 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sk 1 1.5 1 1.2 1.5 2 
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xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 
 
Table 5.7 Current offsets and scale factors of the individual electrodes in Fig.5.13b 
Electrode 
no. k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
iT, off, k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sk 0.9 1.6 1.6 1 1 1 1 1.3 
xoffset  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
yoffset 
(μm) 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
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6 Imaging the distribution of graphene oxide 
nanoribbons in mice livers by soft probe SECM 
6.1 Introduction 
A broad range of carbonaceous nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes, graphene 
and graphene oxide, is currently discussed in literature for in vivo applications, such as 
photothermal therapy and drug delivery.[110–112,229–231] This is due to the large variety of 
adjustable material properties including NIR absorbance or enhanced drug loading 
capacity, respectively. However, for biomedical applications the applied nanomaterials 
must fulfill certain requirements: i) low toxicity ii) rapid excretion, iii) high solubility 
in the injection medium and in the body fluids, iv) stability and biocompatibility under 
physiological conditions, v) knowledge about the regions in the body where the 
nanomaterials will accumulate and vi) low cost. Solubility in aqueous solutions can be 
achieved by chemically oxidizing the π-conjugated network of the CNTs or graphene 
to add hydrophilic functional groups. Hence, graphene oxide (GO) and its derivatives, 
such as GO nanoribbons (GONRs), have attracted considerable attention for in vivo 
applications. Graphene oxide nanoribbons are strips of GO with a high length-to-width 
ratio (~150) and can be synthesized by the longitudinal unzipping of multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCTs) under oxidizing conditions.[122,232–234] Enhanced 
biocompatibility and stability while avoiding non-specific adsorption is achieved by the 
covalent or non-covalent functionalization with polyethylene glycol (PEG).[111] 
Furthermore, the loading with anti-cancer drugs, such as doxorubicin (DOX), is a result 
of the π-π-interactions between the drug and the GONR composite.[235] The variety of 
GO derivatives and their wide range of possibilities to functionalize lead to different 
interactions of the nanomaterials with biological soft matter. Consequently, the 
accumulation region, retention time and toxicity are also affected. In order to 
understand the interaction of such materials with biological targets and to map the 
biodistribution as a result of both the nanomaterial transport in blood and the 
accumulation in tissue, high resolution imaging technologies need to be applied. 
Typical techniques to visualize the drug distribution of GO derivatives in animals and 
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to study the pharmacokinetics include autoradiography, whole body single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT/CT) and positron emission tomography 
(PET).[235,236] These techniques have in common that radioactive labels are used, which 
can be loaded onto the GO derivatives to identify the preferred location of the 
accumulation in the target. The measurement period after injection is restricted due to 
the half-life time of the radioactive labels. For autoradiography, sacrificed and cryo-
sectioned mice are placed onto a photo film for many hours to days. On the other hand, 
SPECT/CT and PET is shorter and can be applied also to living samples while the 
resolution is limited to sub-mm. It has been shown that GONRs are mainly accumulated 
in the reticuloendothelial system (RES) consisting of phagocytic cells and being present 
for instance in liver and spleen. Bio Bioimaging reagents such as GONRs are often 
labeled, for instance with radio or fluorescent tagged, which creates the question for the 
stability of tagged nanomaterials inside animal bodies. Once these tagged 
nanomaterials enter the animals, the tag could separate from the nanomaterial and get 
into the surrounding biological fluids composed of proteins, salts and cells. In such 
cases, the detected signals for bio-imaging are not coming from the tagged 
nanomaterials, but primarily from the tags which could be located in different regions 
of the body. This could potentially lead to wrong conclusions about the distribution of 
the nanomaterials under study. Alternatively, the tagged materials can experience 
xenobiotic breakdown in liver involving reduction, oxidation or conjugation of 
hydrophilic functional groups to facilitate the excretion by urine or stool.[237–239] The in 
vivo applications of nanomaterials, such as GONRs, need to address the question of 
toxicity. In fact, certain toxicity is discussed in literature[240,241] while other studies have 
shown that the toxicity can be significantly reduced.[241] Hence, analytical tools able to 
study the interaction of such materials with biological tissues is important. 
In this chapter, thick and thin mouse liver tissue sections have been investigated 
by Soft-Probe-SECM in feedback mode using ferrocene methanol and ruthenium 
hexaamine as redox mediators. Prior to the sample preparation for electrochemical 
imaging experiments, GONRs functionalized with PEG (PEG-GONRs) and partially 
loaded with magnetic nanoparticles (PEG-MNP-GONRs) were injected into the mice. 
SECM feedback currents were recorded due to the presence of the GONR composites. 
The electrochemical results were compared with those obtained from autoradiography 
and SPECT/CT. 
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6.2 Results and discussions 
Nanomaterials with sufficient redox activity, such as the PEG-MNP-GONR inside 
biological tissues, can initiate the oxidation or reduction of redox active species initially 
present or generated in the electrolyte solution in which the tissue samples are immersed 
(Scheme 6.1). Hence, an electron transfer between the PEG-MNP -GONR-composite 
and the redox active species in solution takes place contributing to the regeneration of 
the redox mediator and resulting in an increased current signal at the SECM probe. In 
another work, the electronic conductivity of reduced GO layers was mapped by using 
SECM.[242,243] Analyzed GO thin films showed conductivity compared to the inactive 
glass substrate.  
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Scheme 6.1 Schematic representation of scanning GONRs in feedback mode by using a) 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ and b) FcMeOH. 
In order to investigate the redox properties of the MNP-GONR composite, two 0.8 
μL droplets of 2.5 mg/mL MNP-GONRs were deposited onto a PVDF membrane and 
imaged with Soft-Probe-SECM. Fig.6.1 displays the SECM images of the MNP-GONR 
spots measured in electrolyte solutions containing either FcMeOH (Fig.6.1a) or 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Fig.6.1b). The MNP-GONRs are hydrophilic whereas PVDF is 
hydrophobic resulting in a coffee ring drying effect resulting in an accumulation of the 
MNP-GONRs in a ring-like structure with undefined coverage. The ring diameters were 
generally about 1.5-1.8 mm and the ring width with higher material accumulation was 
up to 200 μm. The current increased over the MNP-GONRs indicating a redox mediator 
regeneration, i.e., FcMeOH+ + e– → FcMeOH (reduction) and [Ru(NH3)6]2+ → 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ + e– (oxidation) at the MNP-GONRs, respectively.  
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Fig.6.1 SECM image of MNP-GONR spots in a) FcMeOH and b) [Ru(NH3)6]3+ containing 
electrolyte solutions scanned in contact mode with a soft probe. Experimental conditions: The 
concentration of MNP-GONRs was 2.5 mg/mL within a deposited volume of 0.8 μL that spread 
in coffee-ring shape of diameter ~1.5 mm. The redox mediator concentration was 2 mM with 
phosphate buffer 10 mM, pH 6.0, Ag-QRE, Pt CE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed 50 μm/s, 
E = 0.4 V in FcMeOH and -0.4 V in [Ru(NH3)6]3+. 
GONRs coated with and without MNPs showed comparable current signals under 
the same experimental conditions indicating a minor or negligible contribution of the 
MNPs to the feedback current (Fig.6.2). The current over the formed ring of the spots 
are higher, as expected, due to the higher particle concentration as a result of the coffee 
ring effect. In FcMeOH solution, the feedback currents are higher over the spots without 
MNPs. The reason could be that the at the same concentration, the pure GONR spot 
contains more active GONRs than the MNP-GONR spot, because the nanomaterial 
solutions were prepared based on the full weight of the particles. On the contrary, in 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ containing solution the current over the two spots appeared more similar. 
This could be attributed to different reaction kinetics for the oxidation of [Ru(NH3)6]3+.     
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Fig.6.2 SECM image of GONR (w/ and w/o MNP) spots with concentration of 2.5 mg/mL on 
PVDF membrane scanned in contact mode by soft probe. a) in 2 mM FcMeOH, E = 0.4 V. b) 
in 2 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, E = -0.4 V. Experimental conditions: 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), 
Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed 50 μm/s. 
Furthermore, the presence of PEG did not show a significant effect on the redox 
mediator regeneration using [Ru(NH3)6]3+ suggesting that the PEG did not insulate fully 
or significantly the MNP-GONRs (Fig.6.3).  
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Fig.6.3 SECM image of GONR (w/ and w/o PEG) spots with concentration of 2.5 mg/mL on 
PVDF membrane scanned in contact mode with a soft probe in 2 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and 
phosphate buffer 10 mM (pH 6.0). Experimental conditions: PEG with molecular weight of 
1000, concentration 0.25 mg/mL, was mixed with GONR solution 2.5 mg/mL and sonicated 
for 10 min before the deposition. E = -0.4 V vs Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed 
50 μm/s. 
In order to detect nanomaterials inserted in or deposited on substrates it is 
important to analyze the ranges in which they can be identified with certainty (e.g. limit 
of detection (LOD) or limit of quantification (LOQ)) In fact, the regeneration currents 
for 2 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ showed a dependence of the MNP-GONR concentration and 
the MNP-GONR rings made with as low as 0.8 μL of 0.2 mg/mL MNP-GONRs (i.e., 
0.16 μg) were detectable (Fig.6.4). However, as already noted, the GONRs were mostly 
located at the rim of the deposited spots with an unknown effective coverage. This 
uncertainty is also a result of the heterogeneous coverage along the ring as it can be 
seen in the heterogeneous SECM currents. The average currents along the full diameter 
of the spots from the first line scan in x direction (top of the figure) were found to be 
proportional to the concentration of MNP-GONR between the range of 0-2.5 mg/mL 
(Fig.6.4). The conductivity of GO and its derivatives depends on the relative number 
of sp2 and sp3 carbons. The presence of sp3 carbons is the result of defects and holes in 
the π-network lowering the electronic conductivity. As shown previously, the bare and 
PEGylated MNP-GONRs used also in this work showed ID/IG ratios of 0.94 and 0.96, 
respectively,[235] which are similar to that typically reported for reduced GO (rGO) that 
is considered as a material with considerable conductivity.[244] Although such 
comparison must be made cautiously, it confirms that the present MNP-GONR 
composite shows certain conductivity as suggested by the SECM feedback images 
obtained with both redox mediators. Notably, the regeneration currents recorded with 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ were significantly higher than for FcMeOH indicating faster kinetics also 
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when considering the contribution of oxygen reduction to the reduction current of 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ that is fairly low at carbon paste.[244] 
 
Fig.6.4 a) SECM image of MNP-GONR spots made with 0.8 μL with different concentrations 
cdeposited (5, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2 mg/mL) on PVDF membrane scanned in contact mode with a soft 
probe. b) Plot of average currents over the spot versus and cdeposited. Experimental conditions: 2 
mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ with 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, 
translation speed 50 μm/s, E = -0.4 V. 
Fig.6.5 displays SECM feedback images of thin liver tissue sections (thickness 
ranging approx. from 15 to 20 μm) on glass from PEG-MNP-GONR-injected mice and 
GONR-free mice using separately the two different redox mediators FcMeOH and 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+. The tissue samples were comparable in terms of the location of their 
removal from the mouse organ and their preparation procedure. The GONR 
concentration in the solution for the injection into the mice was identical. During all 
contact mode line scans, the tissue samples were well adhered and stayed fully intact 
as no scratches were identified on the tissue sections after the experiments. The 
recorded currents were normalized by the steady state current measured in the solution 
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bulk. In all cases, the contrast between tissue and inert glass substrate can be seen 
clearly. Even without GONRs, a higher feedback current was detected over the tissues 
than over the inert glass (Fig.6.5 a and c). This could be due to the presence of redox 
active proteins, such as thioredoxin present in liver,[245] inducing possible redox 
mediator regeneration.[246] Furthermore, the SECM current can be higher over the tissue 
compared to the situation on flat glass due to possible redox mediator permeability of 
the tissue or porosity of the sample causing less blocking of the diffusion of the redox 
mediator from the bottom.[12] However, the contribution of these effects, for instance, 
the diffusion length of the redox mediator inside the tissue, is still unclear and need to 
be further analyzed. In addition, the contribution of these effects is probably different 
for FcMeOH and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ due to different hydrophobicity (i.e., lower for 
[Ru(NH3)6]3+). Furthermore, the regeneration will be influenced by the redox potentials 
and reaction kinetics. The currents over the tissues in Fig.6.5a were higher than Fig.6.5c. 
This is due to the presence of redox active proteins, for instance, hemoglobin, that can 
lead to the regeneration of FcMeOH. In Chapter 5, this phenomenon is discussed in 
detail.  
Topographic features in the SECM currents can be seen when the soft probe of 
500 μm width was slid over the edge of the tissue (Fig.6.5d, white circle). When the 
edge of the soft probe tip was in contact with the tissue, but the active microelectrode 
area, which is located in this case approximately 20 μm away in the center of the probe 
tip, was positioned freely suspended in solution beyond the tissue surface a larger 
current due to the pronounced diffusion of the redox mediator from the bottom was 
recorded. This current is a result of the hP value which is identical to the substrate 
thickness (Fig.6.5). 
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Fig.6.5 a) and c) SECM images of mouse livers without PEG-MNP-GONR injection scanned 
in FcMeOH and [Ru(NH3)6]3+. b) and d) SECM images of mouse livers with PEG-MNP-GONR 
injection in scanned in FcMeOH and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ Experimental conditions: 2 mM FcMeOH 
or [Ru(NH3)6]3+ with phosphate buffer 10 mM, pH 6.0, Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation 
speed 50 μm/s, E = 0.4 V for FcMeOH and -0.4 V for [Ru(NH3)6]3+. All the samples were 
scanned in contact mode with a soft probe. 
In order to exclude any influence from redox active compounds that could be 
present and released from the tissue over time and could be detected by the 
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microelectrode, Soft-Probe-SECM of two mice livers without GONRs were 
subsequently imaged in pure phosphate buffer applying the potential typically applied 
for FcMeOH and [Ru(NH3)]63+, respectively. The recorded currents over the liver and 
glass were homogeneous and notably low (i.e., few pA) in both cases (Fig.6.6a-b). This 
confirms that no direct electrochemical detection of biological compounds at the 
microelectrode took place.  
 
Fig.6.6 Line scans over different locations in mouse liver in phosphate buffer without the 
presence of GONR. a) E = 0.4 V. b) E = -0.4 V. Experimental conditions: phosphate buffer 10 
mM, pH 6.0, Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, translation speed 50 μm/s. 
Furthermore, it is important to understand the degree of redox mediator 
accumulation inside the biological material and the possible time dependence of such 
process. For this, the samples used in Fig.6.7 were separately immersed in 2 mM 
solutions of FcMeOH and [Ru(NH3)]63+, respectively. After 2 hours, the redox mediator 
solutions were removed and the samples quickly immersed and imaged by SECM in 
pure PB. This concept is based on the detection of higher currents over the tissue in 
case of prior accumulation of the redox mediator diffusing from the tissue into the redox 
mediator-free PB solution being then detected by the SECM mode in a sample 
generation collection equivalent mode. In fact, Fig.6.7a shows that a certain amount of 
FcMeOH was accumulated in the tissues as an increased current was measured during 
the first two line scans. After few line scans, FcMeOH was highly diluted into the 
solution and no longer detectable. On the contrary, a significant current was observed 
for [Ru(NH3)6]3+ during all line scans (Fig.6.7b). This could be caused by [Ru(NH3)6]3+ 
either accumulating more than FcMeOH or being faster diffusing back into the solution 
increasing the redox mediator concentration in the buffer solution (higher currents even 
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over glass). These results suggest that redox mediators could accumulate in the 
biological material and cause certain effects, such as higher background signal, but the 
real contribution during the measurements in redox mediator containing solution 
remains unclear. However, because the PEG-MNP-GONRs are accumulated in a three-
dimensional organization in the tissue redox mediator permeation into the tissue could 
have an advantage leading possibly to signal amplification.  
Considering both the possible influences of redox active proteins and redox 
mediator accumulation, the regeneration currents when measuring the tissues were 
higher with FcMeOH than with [Ru(NH3)6]3+, even in presence of PEG-MNP-GONRs. 
This was different for the MNP-GONR-coated PVDF membranes, which were free of 
biological material. However, the currents over the tissue areas were remarkably 
homogeneous for all analyzed tissues.  
   
Fig.6.7 Line scans over different locations in mouse liver in phosphate buffer without the 
presence of GONR. a) sample immersed in FcMeOH and followed by PB. Applied potential = 
0.4 V. b) sample immersed in [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and followed by PB. Applied potential = -0.4 V. 
Experimental conditions: phosphate buffer 10 mM, pH 6.0Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, 
translation speed 50 μm/s. 
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Fig.6.8 Schematic representation of the soft probe scanning over the glass and the tissue. 
A closer look into the SECM image of Fig.6.5b where FcMeOH was used as redox 
mediator for PEG-MNP-GONR-treated tissues reveals clearly hexagonal 
microstructures in the tissue, which correspond to hepatic lobules in the liver as shown 
schematically in Fig.6.9a. A lobule functions as a small filtration unit that processes the 
blood coming from a central vein and releases the resulting blood through an outgoing 
hepatic venule.[247] The hexagonal microstructures in the SECM image show diameters 
around 0.5 mm, which correspond to the values obtained from microscopic 
investigations reported in literature.[248] The observed increased feedback currents over 
the lobule suggest that the PEG-MNP-GONR nanomaterials were transported through 
the central vein and metabolized through the RES (Fig.6.9b).  
  
Fig.6.9 a) Liver is composed of hexagonal micro-structures called lobule. b) Zoom in the 
Fig.6.5b and adjust the color code and contrast, the structure of lobule can be revealed. 
For comparison, whole-body autoradiography (Fig.6.10a-b) and SPEC/CT 
(Fig.6.10c) analyses of a cryo-sectioned mouse with in vivo injected 99mTc-labeled 
PEG-MNP-GONRs were performed. In the autoradiography pictures, it can be seen 
clearly that the PEG-MNP-GONRs accumulated mostly in the liver. In the SPECT/CT 
images, a similar biodistribution of 99mTc-labeled PEG-MNP-GONRs 2h after injection 
was revealed but also showed a strong signal in bladder, which can be seen in the cross-
section for the autoradiography. The detection of the PEG-MNP-GONRs in bladder 
shows that the excretion process has already been started, which is an important result 
considering that the nanoparticles, e.g. when used as drug carriers, must be removed 
from the body. In comparison with the two traditional bioimaging methods, SECM 
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imaging can provide detailed information about the localization of the accumulated 
nanomaterials in the liver cross-sections. Although whole-body autoradiography 
analysis and SPECT/CT images can provide the information of the macroscopic 
distribution of the nanomaterials, the more resolved details up to micrometer scale are 
missing. In addition, radiolabels have certain life time for the analysis, while SECM of 
conductive materials can be done at any time after the mice experiment. 
Autoradiography can take hours to days. Soft-Probe-SECM imaging with 
microelectrode arrays can scan such areas in equal or shorter times (depending on the 
number of microelectrodes). Therefore, SECM can be a good auxiliary for visualizing 
the micro-biodistribution of nanomaterials in tissue microstructures. 
   
Fig.6.10 a) Whole-body autoradiography image of 99mTc-labeled PEG-MNP-GONRs complex 
obtained 2 h after injection. b) The photograph of the mouse section for whole-body 
autoradiography. The liver is indicated by the black arrow in (a) and (b). c) SPECT/CT image 
of the 99mTc-labeled PEG-MNP-GONRs complex in mouse. The liver is pointed out by the 
white arrow. Red and green colors mean very high and high concentration of radio labels. Two 
different mice were analyzed in (a,b) and (c). This figure is kindly provided by Dr. Yu-Ren Lu. 
Compared to thin tissue sections, much larger topographic features up to 
millimeters need to be considered for the investigation of thick tissues with the 
thickness of 1-3 mm. The challenges for SECM probes to analyze such samples are 
much bigger, because thick tissues can be very rough and soft with the ability to swell 
when immersed for longer times in solutions. In order to scan such samples with Soft-
Probe-SECM, the stair case shaped soft probe was used. The details of the probes were 
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introduced in the previous chapter. Fig.6.11 displays the SECM images of two thick 
liver tissues from two mice from which one was exposed to prior in vivo PEG-MNP-
GONR injection while the other one was not. A tiny soft probe tip (width <100 μm) 
was applied scanned with stair case shaped probe. After the SECM image, no damages 
of the tissues were identified thanks to the softness of the SECM contact mode probe. 
In agreement with the results obtained on thin tissue sections, the SECM feedback 
current over the thick tissues treated with PEG-MNP-GONR was significantly higher 
than for the untreated thick tissues. However, also for these tissue samples, it must be 
noted that redox mediator permeability and sample porosity could contribute to the 
current signals. Also surface features of the size of the tip could cause minor effects on 
the scanning. However, since a specific marker is analyzed on two samples of identical 
structure, significant differences in the measured signals can be correlated to the 
accumulation or absence of the injected nanoparticles. Compared with the thin tissue 
sections, the morphology of thick tissue sections is much closer to those of real animal 
or human organs demonstrating the suitability of soft probes for a broad range of 
biological applications.  
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Fig.6.11 a) Optical picture of two mice livers. The area scanned by Soft-Probe-SECM is marked 
with a black rectangle. b) SECM image of the two mice livers in the presence and absence of 
PEG-MNP-GONR injection scanned in contact mode by soft probe. Experimental conditions: 
2 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and phosphate buffer 10 mM, pH 6.0Ag-QRE, step size = 25 μm, 
translation speed 50 μm/s, E = -0.4 V. 
6.3 Conclusion 
To conclude, a strategy for the detection of PEG-MNP-GONR composites in 
mouse liver tissues by using Soft-Probe-SECM was developed. Feedback mode 
imaging of large areas using ferrocene methanol and ruthenium hexaammine as redox 
mediators resulted in PEG-MNP-GONR maps of micrometer resolution. The PEG-
MNP-GONRs were found in the lobule in the liver but less in connective tissue. In 
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comparison to standard bio-imaging techniques, such as autoradiography and 
SPECT/CT, SECM does not require radiolabels and can compete in terms of resolution. 
Furthermore, the application of soft probes does not only enable the analysis of thin but 
also of thick tissue sections thanks to the contact mode scanning. Soft-Probe-SECM is 
an electrochemical tool with high potential for biological applications. Nevertheless, 
the complexity of biological samples, such as the presence of other redox active centers, 
such as proteins, the permeability of the redox mediator and the porosity of the samples, 
needs to be considered and are part of our further studies. 
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7 Mapping the antioxidant activity of apple 
peels with soft probe scanning electrochemical 
microscopy 
Adapted from: Tzu-En Lin, Andreas Lesch, Chi-Lin Li, Hubert H. Girault Journal of 
Electroanalytical Chemistry, 2017, 786, 120?128. 
7.1 Introduction 
Antioxidants (AOs) are well-known beneficial dietaries for reducing the risks of 
cardiovascular disease and cancer.[249,250] They also protect fruits from oxidative stress 
caused by unfavorable external environments such as drought, chilling injury, UV 
radiation or pathogen attack.[251–254] Hence, AOs in fruits are generally more 
concentrated in the peel than in the flesh representing a major fruit protection 
barrier.[255,256] Several enzymatically assisted mechanisms provide a certain degree of 
regeneration of AOs after the AOs degradation by free radicals. Consequently, the AO 
concentration in the peel is a quantitative indicator for the status of the AO defense 
system of the fruit.  
Apples have a high content of AOs making them highly valuable crops from which 
thousands of tons are consumed worldwide every day. Therefore, the understanding and 
support of their AO defense system is an important issue for apple cultivators.[257,258] 
The AO defense system of apples is rather complex and depends on many factors, such 
as apple variety and growing as well as storage conditions. It has been reported that 
polyphenolic compounds, in particular flavanols (e.g. catechin and procyanidin), 
flavonoids (e.g. quercetin) and hydroxycinnamic acid derivates (e.g. chlorogenic acid), 
show the highest AO activity.[252,253,259] Other AO molecules, such as glutathione (GSH) 
or ascorbate (vitamin C, L-AA), participate in the removal of free radicals.[260] Although 
L-AA is up to six times more concentrated in the apple peel than in the fruit part, the 
contribution of L-AA to the overall AO activity is rather small.[257] Antioxidative 
enzymes, such as glutathione reductase, ascorbate peroxidase and catalase, are involved 
in reducing free radicals and H2O2, while they also keep the level of GSH and L-AA at 
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sufficient levels within the glutathione-ascorbate cycle.[261] The major part of these AOs 
is fixed in the apple matrix as glycosides and carboxylic acid esters,[262,263] which 
usually requires vigorous extraction and purification methods such as HPLC followed 
by the quantification with optical detection methods.[264,265] The sample preparation and 
optical measurement procedures are time consuming and optical methods can be 
interfered by sample color background (color pigments in fruits) or auto-
fluorescence.[266–268] Furthermore, although the peel and flesh of the apple can be 
separated prior to the extraction and AO quantification, spatial information about the 
local distribution of AOs, for example over the peel surface, cannot be obtained. In 
addition, once an apple is prepared for analysis using the invasive methods described 
above, the AO content of this particular fruit cannot be followed further requiring the 
investigation of statistically relevant amounts of apples for aging studies.  
Therefore, developing simple and non-destructive sensors for analyzing rapidly, at 
low cost and on site the status of the AO defense system with high spatial resolution is 
attractive for apple growers. UV sensitive AOs in the outer layer of the apple peel have 
recently been measured directly and non-invasively on the fruit by using reflectance 
and chlorophyll fluorescence spectroscopy.[269–271] However, these approaches can only 
be applied to optically active compounds. Alternatively, AOs can be detected at 
amperometric electrodes where the AOs get electrochemically oxidized or reduced 
depending on the applied electrode potential.[272] The recorded current is proportional 
to the concentration of AOs in the sample and common optical limitations (e.g. 
interferences from colorful pigments) do not occur. For this analysis, the AOs need to 
be extracted from the apple and dissolved in an electrolyte solution. Nevertheless, the 
electrochemical detection of certain AOs can suffer from slow kinetics and/or 
interferences by other electrochemically active compounds. One approach is to use 
redox mediators that, for instance, get reduced by the AOs and then electrochemically 
oxidized at the electrode resulting in a redox mediator recycling.[273] The standard redox 
potential of the AOs must be lower than the potential of the redox mediator. These redox 
active compounds are generally embedded in the matrix of chemically modified 
electrodes but can also be present in solution.[274–276] The latter concept is related to the 
well-known ferric ion reducing antioxidant power (FRAP) assay where Fe3+ ions are 
reduced by AOs to Fe2+ ions to determine the total AO's reducing capacity by a 
detectable color change of the iron complex.[277]  
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Conventionally, SECM is operated in constant height mode requiring flat and non-
tilted substrates. Natural samples such as apples contain curved topographic features 
that are reasonably larger than the probe dimension. This leads to misleading 
information caused by the varying working distance between the probe and the sample. 
In this work, we employed a soft carbon-based SECM probes[12] as ideal scanners or 
measurements on the fragile and curved peel of apples (Scheme 7.1). Ferrocene 
methanol (FcMeOH) was used as redox mediator that was electrochemically oxidized 
under diffusion control to FcMeOH+ at the scanning microelectrode. The result is a 
steady-state current. When the probe is brought in close proximity to the sample, 
FcMeOH+ reaches by diffusion the apple peel where the reaction of FcMeOH+ with the 
AOs inside the apple peel regenerates FcMeOH (known as SECM feedback mode). 
This additional flux of FcMeOH towards the microelectrode results in an increased 
current signal (i.e. "regeneration current") compared to a lower current over purely 
insulating substrates where no regeneration takes place and just hindered diffusion of 
the redox mediator is observed. In this way, the AO activity initiated by molecular and 
enzymatic systems in the apple peel and able to reduce FcMeOH+ was mapped. 
Similarly, FcMeOH had been used previously by other groups in SECM related 
approaches to detect the status of the AO molecule GSH in cancer cells.[176,278] 
Furthermore, an apple peel sample was exposed to hydrogen peroxide solution to 
degrade artificially the AO activity as clearly visualized by subsequent SECM imaging. 
Finally, the AO activity and the gradient of AO concentration in an apple cross-section 
were mapped. 
 
Scheme 7.1 Schematic representation of a soft probe detecting AOs on a curved apple surface 
by the regeneration current of FcMeOH caused by AOs present in the apple peel. 
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7.2 Results and discussions 
When the carbon microelectrode is positioned in the bulk solution (i.e. hP >> 0), a 
diffusion-limited steady-state current iT,∞ for the electrochemical oxidation of FcMeOH 
is recorded. While the probe is approaching an insulating glass surface the diffusion of 
FcMeOH gets physically hindered by the glass substrate and the recorded tip current iT 
decreases (red curve in Fig. 0a with normalized current iT/iT,∞) until the soft probe 
touches the glass surface (hP = 0). At this point the soft probe starts sliding forward over 
the glass surface while the working distance d is kept constant resulting in a barely 
changing current. The remaining current is a result of the diffusion of FcMeOH from 
the bulk solution around the soft probe tip. When approaching a smooth part of an apple 
peel with the same soft probe and within the same electrochemical cell (black curve in 
Fig. 7.1a), the measured tip current decreases less strongly and is larger at physical 
contact with the apple peel compared to the theoretical negative feedback current for a 
totally inactive substrate such as glass. This is an indication for redox mediator 
regeneration induced by the apple peel AOs. Indeed, the recorded regeneration current 
is smaller than the diffusion-controlled oxidation current of FcMeOH in bulk solution 
demonstrating finite kinetics of the regeneration reaction, a small amount of accessible 
active AO centers and/or a slow mass transport of FcMeOH through the various layers 
of the apple peel matrix with likely different porosity. Besides these three effects, the 
microscopic apple peel topography could influence the measured current signal by 
influencing the diffusion of the redox mediator. A varying sample tilt shows a limited 
influence on the recorded current as demonstrated previously.[71] Furthermore, organic 
compounds, which are electrochemically inactive in the applied electrochemical 
window, could slowly diffuse out from the apple peel and contaminate the electrode 
surface. Consequently, the absolute current measured at the electrode goes down (vide 
infra), whereas electrode fouling was not observed when measuring the glass sample. 
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Fig. 7.1 a) Feedback mode approach curves over a smooth apple peel and flat glass substrate. 
b) Series of adjacent approach curves on an apple peel. Upon mechanical contact the soft probe 
slides forward over the apple as a result of the continued vertical approaching of the probe 
holder. Experimental conditions: ET = 0.4 V, vertical step size = 20 μm, horizontal step size = 
25 μm, translation speed = 50 μm/s. The experimental solution contained 2 mM FcMeOH in 
10 mM phosphate buffer (PB), pH 6. 
Generally, the reaction of free radicals with AOs is very fast. However, most AOs 
are embedded inside the apple peel and the exact transport mechanism of FcMeOH into 
the apple peel compartments is unknown yet. It is known that an intracuticular 
lipophilic wax is present within a more hydrophilic cutin polymer matrix in the cuticular 
layer of the apple peel forming a water-in-oil emulsion like structure.[126] This layer 
contains certain amounts of the hydrophilic and lipophilic AOs (vide supra).[126] 
Because FcMeOH shows neither unequivocal hydrophilic nor hydrophobic 
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characteristics, it was chosen as the redox mediator in this study. Furthermore, SECM 
approach curves, such as those shown over the glass and the apple peel, do theoretically 
not cross each other, because the shape of such curves is mainly dependent on the 
substrate kinetics. The observed crossing in Fig. 7.1a is most likely a result of the 
macroscopic apple topography that affects the diffusion of FcMeOH and influences the 
tip current as long as the soft probe is not in contact with the substrate.  
The validity of the feedback mode concept was supported by cyclic voltammetry 
in solutions containing various concentrations of the AOs quercetin and GSH. The AOs 
caused a clear amplification of the steady-state current for the oxidation of FcMeOH 
(Fig. 7. 2).[279] The CVs of GSH and quercetin in absence and presence of FcMeOH are 
presented in Fig. 7. 2. In the solutions, which did not contain FcMeOH (Fig. 7. 2a and 
c), the current signals were very low. However, in the presence 2 mM FcMeOH, the 
current signals increase with AO concentration indicating the recycling of FcMeOH by 
AOs (Fig. 7. 2b and d). 
 
Fig. 7. 2 a) CVs of various concentrations of GSH in 10 mM PB. b) CVs of GSH in the presence 
of FcMeOH. c) CVs of quercetin in 10 mM PB. d) CVs of quercetin in the presence of FcMeOH. 
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Experimental conditions: 2 mM FcMeOH in PB (pH 6, 10 mM). Scan rate = 10 mV/s. WE = 
Soft stylus probe. RE = Ag/AgCl. CE = Pt. 
In order to demonstrate the stability and reproducibility of approach curves along 
such rough and delicate surfaces, a series of parallel approach curves on the apple peel 
was performed and the recorded tip current was plotted as a function of the horizontal 
and vertical probe position (Fig. 7.1b). Once the soft probe got in contact with the 
sample and started a horizontal probe movement on the apple peel, the recorded 
approach curve experiments turned into a 2D mapping of the substrate reactivity. Such 
combined approach curve-imaging experiment demonstrated the stability of the probe 
sliding as well as a stable electrochemical signal. While sliding over the apple peel 
surface, regions of higher (yellow-red in Fig. 7.1b) and lower (blue) redox mediator 
regeneration capabilities were identified. The origin of these signals is a non-uniform 
apple peel surface that contains specific microstructures of which some appear for 
instance as yellow spots (Fig. 7.3a).  
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Fig. 7.3 a) Laser optical microscopy image of lenticel region on an apple peel. The area scanned 
by SECM is located above the white dashed line. b) Soft-Probe-SECM image of lenticel area 
on an apple peel. c) Topography of the studied yellow spot on the apple peel. The scanned area 
is located behind the black dashed line. Experimental details: working potential ET = 0.4 V, 
probe translation speed = 50 μm/s, step size = 25 μm, hP = –200 μm and delay time between 
probe movement and current reading = 0.1 s, 2 mM FcMeOH in 10 mM phosphate buffer (PB), 
pH 6. 
These areas consist of special cells called lenticels (Fig. 7.4), which are porous 
tissues with large intercellular spaces located in the periderm of fruit peels. The lenticels 
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are formed from cracks that arise when the fruit peel expands during apple growing and 
can act as pores for the interchange of gases between the interior tissue and the 
surrounding air. The AO defense system of a fruit starts a mechanism to accumulate 
AOs, mainly phenolic compounds, around such lenticel to protect the fruit from 
oxidative stress induced by the air entering through this porous structure.[280,281] As a 
result of this defense mechanism, the phenolic AOs located around a lenticel are mainly 
oxidized leading to lenticel discoloration. This can be seen as the yellowish area 
surrounding the lenticel, termed lenticel area in this work (Fig. 7.3a). 
 
Fig. 7.4 a) Photograph of an apple with yellow spots on its peel. b) Schematic representation of 
a lenticel on the apple peel. These lenticels are centered in yellow spots forming a lenticel area. 
A soft probe was then applied to monitor the AO activity around a lenticel on the 
apple peel by using the lateral SECM imaging routine where the probe was horizontally 
translated in a line-by-line fashion (Fig. 7.3b). The current over the lenticel and in the 
surrounding area was significantly lower than over the surrounding apple peel 
indicating the lower amount or absence of AO activity in this so-called lenticel area (i.e. 
the lenticel with periphery of reduced AO activity). It is important to note that this 
yellow spot area had a maximum lateral dimension of about 0.8 mm with a maximum 
depth of 100 μm (Fig. 7.3c). Due to the contact mode operation, the tip of the soft probe 
was able to slide inside this lenticel area that was larger than probe width (i.e. 100 μm) 
and ensured an almost constant working distance. In fact, the probe was too wide to 
enter into the tiny crack of the lenticel itself (<100 μm). Therefore, topographic effects 
over the lenticel are principally possible if the imaging resolution as achieved by the 
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probe dimension and the experimental conditions is high enough. In this work, no 
significant topographic artifacts in the recorded current were observed over the entire 
lenticel area. For instance, if the probe width would be larger than the diameter of the 
yellow spot the probe would not enter inside the lenticels area. As a consequence, d 
would increase over such area and result in a larger current approaching the steady-state 
current in bulk solution (Fig. 7.1), which was not observed. The bulk currents in CV 
plots (Fig. 7. 2b and d) are slightly lower than current over the lenticel area in Fig. 
7.3b. This is due to the manual fabrication of different probes or different cutting that 
cause some slight variations in active electrode area. Therefore, the exact current values 
are not comparable between different SECM images. 
 
Fig. 7.5 a) Soft-Probe-SECM feedback mode image of a lenticel area. Experimental conditions: 
10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 6.0), ET = 0.4 V, hP = –200 μm, step size = 25 μm, translation 
speed = 50 μm/s. b) Photograph of the apple peel sample containing the scanned as marked by 
the black rectangle. 
The redox mediator regeneration is most likely caused by the AOs and related AO 
enzymatic mechanisms, which could be i) embedded inside the cuticle (redox mediator 
would diffuse in and out the cuticle), ii) fixed in the top layer of the cuticle (easily 
accessible for the redox mediator) or iii) diffusing out from the cuticle (regeneration of 
the redox mediator by AO molecules or direct measurement of AOs outside from the 
apple). The SECM imaging of the apple peel in phosphate buffer solution without redox 
mediator has not shown any significant current signal (Fig. 7.5). This explains that the 
direct electrochemical oxidation of AOs released from the apple can be excluded, but 
the amplification by FcMeOH recycling is still possible. The exact underlying 
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processes are not fully understood yet.  
In order to understand the permeability and the possible porosity caused by the 
apple peel structure, SECM imaging of the apple peel in phosphate buffer was 
subsequently performed without the redox mediator, (Fig. 7.6a-b), with the redox 
mediator (Fig. 7.6c-d), and again without the redox mediator (Fig. 7.6e-f) The recorded 
current in the first experiment was very low, indicating no direct signals from the AOs 
as expected. These data represent the baseline for the third SECM measurement in this 
experiment. Afterwards, FcMeOH solution was used and the same area was imaged 
again, but with more line scans. The lenticel area with lower recorded currents can be 
seen on the right (Fig. 7.6c-d). Afterwards, the FcMeOH solution was removed and the 
sample was washed twice with phosphate buffer. The same area was immediately 
scanned again in pure PB. (Fig. 7.6e-f). In Fig. 6c-d, the lenticel area can be seen clearly 
in presence of the redox mediator as presented already above. The recorded currents in 
Fig. 7.6e-f are significantly larger than in the first redox mediator-free experiment. This 
shows that FcMeOH had accumulated in the apple peel and diffused slowly out from 
apple peel surface after the solution composition was changed to the bare buffer. 
Especially during the first three line scans the currents were even higher. This result 
indicates that the FcMeOH diffused away from the apple peel in approximately 15 min. 
This experiment indicates that the permeability of the redox mediator through the apple 
peel plays a role during the SECM experiment and the interpretation of the data.  
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Fig. 7.6 Soft-Probe-SECM feedback mode images of an identical area of the red apple peel 
with lenticel area (x = 2~3 mm) recorded subsequently in 1.) pure PB (a and b), FcMeOH 
solution (c and d) and again pure PB (e and f). For each measurement, the SECM image is 
shown as a map (left) and 2D plot (right). Experimental solutions: a) and c): 10 mM phosphate 
buffer (pH = 6.0). b) 2 mM FcMeOH containing 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 6.0). Other 
experimental conditions: ET = 0.4 V, hP = –200 μm, step size = 25 μm, translation speed = 50 
μm/s. The volume of all the experimental solution were 3 mL.  
A video sequence of a soft probe sliding along the vertical cross-section of an 
apple peel, including a lenticel area, was recorded (i.e. a typical contact mode line scan) 
in order to identify a possible deformation and compression of the apple peel. In Fig. 
7.7, three representative snapshots from the video are shown. The soft probe followed 
the topography of the apple peel and lenticel area while the peel surface seemed to get 
neither deformed nor compressed. However, when approaching the apple peel surface 
area, the soft probe slit forwards and the apple peel was slightly compressed.  
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Fig. 7.7 a)-c) Optical micrographs of a soft probe line scan in contact mode on a red apple peel 
with lenticel area. The apple peel sample was covered with a droplet of electrolyte solution. 
The curved electrolyte solution-air interface resulted in a curved appearance of the straight soft 
probe due to the light refraction. 
The videos were taken during the approaching curves, and the images extracted 
from the video were shown in Fig. 7.8. The upper panels of Fig. 7.8 show the probe 
sliding in contact mode during an approach curve on apple. A very little compression 
can be recognized due to a slight pressure that was not observed during line scan sliding 
(lower panels) where no decompression of the apple peel was recognized. This might 
cause the release of (electro)chemically active compounds, however, no indications for 
this were observed in the experiments performed (for instance, see approach curve plot 
in Fig. 7.1b).  
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Fig. 7.8 Snapshots of recorded videos of a soft probe sliding along a vertical apple peel cross-
section forward during approaching (upper panels) and during line scans (lower panels). 
In order to corroborate that the distribution of the AO activity within the apple peel 
can be visualized with high certainty, part of the apple peel components was chemically 
oxidized by a controlled exposure to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution for 15 min 
prior to SECM imaging. Such treatment led to a strong artificial oxidative damage due 
to the oxidizing power of H2O2 for biological materials, which is directly linked to a 
significant degradation of the AO defense system. This might be accompanied by a 
change in the permeability characteristics of this peel area. The boundary between the 
untreated and treated areas is clearly visible in the SECM feedback mode image (Fig. 
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7.9a). A lower current was measured over the bleached area probably due to the reduced 
AO activity. Some of the present AOs, such as anthocyanidin, are also pigments that 
change color or turn even colorless after oxidation (Fig. 7.9b). However, many AOs, 
such as GSH, are colorless and their degradation cannot be identified simply by eye or 
other optical methods, but by using the presented SECM imaging strategy. 
 
Fig. 7.9 a) Soft-Probe-SECM image of an apple peel area partially exposed to H2O2 for 15 min 
prior to the experiment. Experimental details: working potential ET = 0.4 V, probe translation 
speed = 50 μm/s, step size = 25 μm, hP = –200 μm and delay time between probe movement 
and current reading = 0.1 s, 2 mM FcMeOH in 10 mM phosphate buffer (PB), pH 6. b) 
Photograph of the investigated apple peel after treatment with H2O2 (60%). The area scanned 
by Soft-Probe-SECM is indicated by the black rectangle. 
Furthermore, the higher content of AOs in the apple peel was confirmed by SECM 
feedback mode imaging of the cross-section of an apple (Fig. 7.10). After the cutting 
procedure, the sample was quickly embedded in a flat wax matrix and immersed in 
solution. Over the wax area, a pure hindered diffusion current was measured. Over the 
apple peel, the current gradient from higher values (lower part of the SECM image) to 
lower values (upper part of the SECM image) was due to slow and slight electrode 
fouling, most likely caused by compounds diffusing slowly out of the apple and 
contaminating the carbon electrode surface. The apple peel of approximately 100 μm 
thickness (from right to left containing the cuticular, epidermal and hypodermal layers) 
shows a higher and homogeneous AO activity in respect to the flesh (Fig. 7.10a), which 
is also valid when considering the decaying electrode current and comparing the 
currents for each y-position. On the contrary, a locally heterogeneous gradient of AO 
activity from the peel towards the flesh can be seen. The probe slide well on wax and 
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apple (step 1 and 4). However, when passing the gap, the probe would flip due to the 
pressure applied on the sample surface (step2-3). This would cause a peak in SECM 
image as schematically shown in Fig. 7.11. When the probe passed through the gap 
between apple and the wax, the vibration of the probe may cause edge effect and thus 
the current increased at the short moment. The photograph of the apple cross section 
after the SECM experiment is shown in Fig. 7.10b. Please note, that the gap between 
apple peel and wax in the optical image is larger than it was during the actual 
experiment due to the water loss during drying in air. This experiment demonstrates 
that Soft-Probe-SECM imaging can be used to investigate the distribution of the AO 
activity in various parts of the apple, even in the fruit part. Imaging on the flesh is more 
challenging since various biological compounds can diffuse in the electrolyte solution 
causing serious electrode contamination issues over time (seen as a minor current 
decrease in positive y-direction).  
In order to show that the SECM image of the apple cross-section represents the 
global AO activity a freshly prepared apple cross-section was micro-contact printed 
onto a PVDF membrane to adsorb the hydrophobic AOs molecules and proteins (Fig. 
7.10c). PVDF membranes are well known for their extraordinary ability to adsorb 
proteins and hydrophobic molecules (see also experimental part of this thesis). The left 
image part (i.e. x = 0-1.2 mm) corresponds to the apple fruit, whereas the area between 
x = 1.2-1.3 mm shows the enhanced AO activity of the apple peel. This result is in very 
good agreement with the SECM image performed directly on the apple cross-section. 
However, the permeability for the redox mediator is expected to be higher when the 
exposed apple peel and flesh are immersed in solution compared to the experiments on 
the top of the peel. Because the AO activity of the peel and flesh was preserved in the 
printed sample, it can be suggested that the permeability of the redox mediator over the 
entire sample is comparable and/or does not play a role for this measurement.  
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Fig. 7.10 a) Soft-Probe-SECM feedback mode image of an apple cross-section. Photograph of 
the sample is in the right corner. The scanned area is indicated by the black rectangle. b) 
Microscopic picture of the apple cross-section. The thickness of the apple peel was around 50-
70 μm. The image was recorded directly after the SECM experiment. The apple cross-section 
was already dried and contracted slightly compared to the situation during the SECM imaging 
procedure. c) Soft-Probe-SECM feedback image of an apple cross section micro-printed on a 
PVDF membrane. Experimental details: working potential ET = 0.4 V, probe translation speed 
= 50 μm/s, step size = 25 μm, hP = –200 μm and delay time between probe movement and 
current reading = 0.1 s, 2 mM FcMeOH in 10 mM PB, pH 6. 
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Fig. 7.11 Schematic representation of a soft probe passing the gap between apple and wax. 
7.3 Conclusions 
The local distribution of antioxidant activity on apple peels and within apple peel 
cross-sections was efficiently mapped using Soft-Probe-SECM. The SECM feedback 
mode was successfully applied to record an enhanced current over AO-rich locations 
due to the redox mediator regeneration of FcMeOH initiated by the AO defense system 
of the apple peel and flesh. To conclude, the AO activity on red apple peel cuticle (high), 
on the yellow lenticel areas (lower) and on areas with artificially degraded AO activity 
(very low) has been visualized. Furthermore, the higher and homogeneous AO activity 
in the peel compared to the flesh was confirmed. However, the possible influence of the 
peel permeability for the redox mediator needs to be considered for the interpretation 
of the presented data. 
The presented electrochemical approach could be the basis for further research and 
development of electrochemically based in-field antioxidant sensors and scanners. 
Non-invasive monitoring on apple peels of intact apples could be achieved by 
implementing the soft microelectrode into portable, handhold scanners for in-field 
measurements. The electrolyte solutions could be inserted into a hydrogel or delivered 
and aspirated from microfluidic channels. Such scanners would be attractive for the 
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monitoring of the antioxidant defense of apple peels during growing, picking and 
storing, for the early identification of fruit diseases, such as lenticel breakdown. 
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8 General Conclusions and Future 
Perspectives 
In this thesis, various applications of Soft-Probe-SECM for bio-imaging and bio-
sensing of human, animal and plant tissue were demonstrated. Soft probes are easy to 
prepare and the SECM instrumentation can be kept simple and affordable bringing 
many advantages for tissue analysis. In Chapters 1 and 2, the fabrication of different 
types of soft probes including conventional single soft stylus, stair case shaped single 
soft probe, conventional soft linear array, and newly developed soft spider probe that 
contains eight microelectrodes independently can slide over rough surface features. 
Thanks to advanced laser microfabrication tools, the tips of the soft probes could be 
made significantly smaller allowing a more independent brushing of rough surfaces, 
such as thick tissue. 
In Chapter 3, multiple methodologies for the detection of the melanoma biomarker 
tyrosinase were established based on conventional SECM instrumentation, i.e. a Pt 
microelectrode operated in constant height mode. In the first approach, the so-called 
“oxygen reduction method” enabled the indirect SECM detection of adsorbed proteins 
on PVDF membrane by measuring the different concentrations of dissolved oxygen 
about protein blocked empty hydrophobic PVDF pores. Secondly, SECM was 
implemented as a useful tool for the monitoring of the tyrosinase enzymatic activity by 
detecting locally the products of the enzymatic reaction between L-DOPA and 
tyrosinase. Finally, the specific recognition of tyrosinase was achieved via the SECM 
readout of an adapted immunoassay strategy for tyrosinase in the SG/TC mode. This 
concept could successfully be applied for the localization and activity mapping of 
tyrosinase inside banana peels where tyrosinase is present as well.  
In Chapter 4, the knowledge towards tyrosinase mapping using SECM detection 
was applied to monitor the tyrosinase over-expression in skin biopsies from different 
melanoma stages. An immunoassay was employed to investigate tyrosinase inside non-
metastatic melanoma (stage II) and metastatic stage (stage III) using Soft-Probe-SECM. 
The imaging of different tyrosinase distribution patterns allows the distinguishing of 
these two cancer stages and normal skin. This work demonstrated the first example of 
SECM on thin human tissue biopsies as an alternative for melanoma diagnostics. Soft-
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Probe-SECM revealed the heterogeneity and reduced tyrosinase concentration with 
micrometer resolution, which macroscopic electrochemical techniques cannot provide. 
Compared to state-of-the-art microscopic techniques, Soft-Probe-SECM can avoid 
optical interferences caused by species such as melanin. However, although SECM 
instrumentation can be rather simple and affordable, its throughput needs to be sped up 
to compete with standard optical diagnostics. 
In Chapters 5 and 6, Soft-Probe-SECM of thick tissues was addressed. Compared 
with the thin tissue slices that can be observed under optical microscopes, the thick 
tissues with rugged surface are usually difficult to deal with due to limited light 
penetration and varying focal points. The so-called “spider probe” comprised of eight 
independent soft microelectrodes brush easily in constant distance mode over such 
tissues and overcome problems in optical as well as conventional electrochemical probe 
microscopy. The biodistribution of naturally present biomarkers for melanoma (SECM 
SG/TC mode based on immunoassays), artificially induced nanomaterials (graphene 
oxide nanoribbons visualized by SECM FB mode), and redox active proteins were 
imaged in thick as well as large tissue, such as an entire mouse heart section.  
In Chapter 7, the global activity of AOs, which are mainly polyphenols in apple 
peel, was analyzed using Soft-Probe-SECM. The different AO activities in the lenticel 
containing regions and intact, here red, apple skin was imaged. When a soft probe is 
brushed within a thin layer of liquid on a fresh apple, the technique can be made non-
invasive and can open a new possibility of analyzing the AO defense of apples, which 
can be related to fruit diseases, storage or growth conditions. 
 The applications of Soft-Probe-SECM presented in this thesis pave not only the 
way to analyze a broad range of tissue sections, but also live material, including tissue 
and also live cells (Fig. 8.1). For single cell analysis, Bio-SECM can be coupled with 
optical microscopy. This possesses the advantages of real time observation, combining 
fluorescence or visible light measurements with electrochemical scanning.[282] 
Although soft probes have demonstrated their ability to scan delicate samples such as 
human tissue in contact mode, the scanning of single live cells is still challenging and 
requires even softer probes as developed herein. Single live cells are simple to detach, 
extremely vulnerable and sensitive to pressure, since they are not embedded in a 
relatively stable tissue matrix. The physical impact on the cell needs to be minimized 
and further work needs to be done to optimize the probe fabrication for this purpose. 
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Fig. 8.1 A microscopic image of the soft electrode implanted in Bio-SECM scanning over live 
cells.  
 In recent years, the miniaturization of biosensing device enables the minimal 
invasive clinical detection of various biomolecules such as biomarkers, ions, and 
glucose. Microneedles related devices draw scientists’ attention because they can be 
employed on transdermal biosensing of analytes of clinical interest.[283–287] 
Microneedles are miniaturized replica of hypodermic needles with length-scales of 
hundreds of micrometers with the advantages of pain-free, easy-to-use and minimal-
training features. For the future, it would be of value to integrate electrochemical 
detection with a microneedle system into a small real-time sensor. The electrodes could 
be located at the tip of the microneedle as shown in Fig. 8.2. Antibodies or aptamers 
will be immobilized on the WE surface within a gel or porous matrix to provide 
selectivity for the detection of certain markers, such as tyrosinase and s100 protein. The 
aim of this device will be to diagnose skin cancer through addressable microneedles 
and thus locate the cancer area on the skin. Further treatment can be achieved by using 
electroporation applying on the cancer area or by other local treatment methods. For 
instance, the microfluidic system can be integrated in the microneedle system, enabling 
the local release of the drug. If this device is developed successfully, it can be used in 
remote area where lack of hospitals, doctors and medical sources such as mountain 
areas or space station in outer space.  
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Fig. 8.2 Schematic representation of the microneedles sensing probe with electrode integrated 
at the tip.  
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